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Abstract

In this thesis, I propose a new paradigm in computing where bits can simultaneously trans-
port and manipulate materials and information. Information representation is invariably
physical. Though this insight is fundamental to understanding the physical limits of com-
putation, it has never been exploited as a scheme for material manipulation. Bringing
together notions from computer science and fluid dynamics, I present a new logic family
"Bubble Logic" capable of both universal computation and programmable material manip-
ulation in an all-fluidic two-phase system. This removes the distinction between materials
and mechanisms to control them, bringing the programmability of the digital world into
the physical world - with a wide range of promising applications in biotechnology, high-
throughput screening, genomics and fluidic control systems for soft robotics, printing and
digital fabrication.

Microfluidics, the art of handling nano-to pico-liter volume fluids, is leading to a revolution
in large-scale automation of biology and analytical chemistry. However, current lab-on-chip
technologies are dependent on external macro-scale control elements, thus requiring a lab to
run the chip. Bubble logic provides a droplet-level, internal, inherently digital flow control
mechanism at kHz frequencies with no moving parts or off-chip components. Nonlinearity
is introduced in an otherwise linear, reversible, low Reynolds number flow via bubble-to-
bubble hydrodynamic interactions. I demonstrate bubble logic AND/OR/NOT gates, a
toggle flip-flop, a ripple counter, a timing restoration device, a ring oscillator, a bistable
valve and an on-demand bubble generator. These show the nonlinearity, gain, bistability,
synchronization, cascadability, feedback and programmability required for scalable universal
computation and control. The representation used in this thesis makes possible encapsula-
tion and manipulation of a large variety of micro-to nano-scale materials including single
molecules like DNA or proteins, live cells, liquid crystals, nano-particles and other biological
and chemical reagents. Bubble logic provides a scheme to transport, store and operate on
this new class of "digital materials" in an integrated, high-throughput fashion.

Furthermore, microfluidics has also been extensively employed in biological systems. This
thesis describes the discovery of two new physical fluid dynamic mechanisms motivated by a



common theme of microfluidics in biology. Firstly, I describe a new superhydrophobic water-

repelling surface that has a characteristic of directional anisotropy to fluid resistance. The

discovery, made while studying the integument of water-walking insects, helps rationalize

the origin of thrust and hence propulsion of water-walking insects on a fluid interface.

Secondly, this thesis uncovers a new physical mechanism for directed droplet transport,
which I term "Capillary ratchet". Discovered in a class of surface feeding shorebirds, it

is the only physical mechanism that is known to exploit contact angle hysteresis for fluid

transport. Capillary ratchet is a promising candidate for implementing global clocking for

integrated microfluidic devices.

Thesis Supervisor: Neil Gershenfeld
Title: Director, Center for Bits and Atoms, Professor of Media Arts and Sciences, Program
in Media Arts and Sciences
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Information is Physical

Conventionally, computation is tied to manipulation of information. From a physical stand-

point, computation can also be understood based on physical constraints due to laws of

physics and what implications it has on the physical laws itself. John Wheeler [33] proposed

a, connection between physics and computation in his theory of "it from bit"- proposing that

all reality is derived from information. Wheeler at length discusses - what can computation

and information predict about physics? Can physical laws be derived from computation

and information theory - i.e. get "it" (physics) from "bit" (computation).

Rolf Landauer [21], who popularized the phrase "Information is physical," looked at how

laws of physics constraint the ultimate limits of computation in physically realizable comput-

ers. Rolf argues that information is always represented by physical objects: be it photons,

electrons, or chalk marks on a blackboard. In the 60's, Landauer [20], while working at IBM,

established a theoretical lower bound on entropic energy cost of erasure of one bit as kln(2),

where k is the Boltzmann constant. Thus Landauer's principle, for the first time, related

Shannon entropy to thermal entropy in a logic operation. Soon after, in seminal work by

Charlie Bennett [4, 5] logical reversibility of computation was established. Thus physical



representation of information and hence computation is bounded by laws of physics. Hence

computation is always physical, utilizing physical degrees of freedom.

With the viewpoint that computation is a physical process, new physical computers are

under development targeting to reach the fundamental limits of computation. These insights

into physicality of computation, simple in retrospect, led to a better understanding of

physics of information processing and thus more efficient implementation of computation

[19]. However, even though "information is physical" is appreciated by the device physics

community for designing ever smaller computational elements, it has primarily remained a

theoretical tool to probe the ultimate limits of computational systems.

In this thesis, I propose a new paradigm in computation where "physical bits" can be used to

simultaneously manipulate both materials and information in a physical system. Depending

on the choice of the bit, a desired material payload can be attached to individual bits.

Thus during the course of information processing or computation, programmable material

manipulation is simultaneously achieved - requiring no external control. Such a literal

translation of "information is physical" has deep implications in the field of microfluidics,

material science, chemistry, programmable matter and digital fabrication.

With this insight, I experimentally implement a physical system that allows for integrated

material and information processing. "Microfluidic Bubble Logic" [25] is a computational

scheme that is capable of programmable, sub-nanoliter volume, on-chip, universal fluidic

computation and control in a physical fluid dynamic system. Merging ideas from digital

logic and fluid dynamics, I present a two-phase all-fluidic logic family implementing universal

computation at low Reynolds and capillary numbers employing only Newtonian fluids.

The above described scheme has similarities in bit representation to lattice gas models of

computation, most commonly referred as billiard ball computation (see figure 1-1) by math-

ematical physicists. Billiard ball model of computation was proposed by Fredkin and Toffoli

[10] in a seminal paper in 1982 based on there ideas on conservative logic schemes. The

scheme provided a platform for exploring non-dissipative computations via perfectly elastic

collisions of balls in an unstructured environment. The work expanded in numerous branches
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Figure 1-1: Reversible logic scheme implemented as collision of hard balls, where presence

or absence of a ball represents 0 or 1. Reflecting mirrors and geometrical arrangements

govern the interaction patterns for the balls. Image from [10]

giving rise to electronic implementations of reversible computation, cellular-automata mod-

els of computation and numerous generic models for collision based computing [1]. However,

these ideas were either only theoretical framework for studying computation or implemented

purely in electronic systems.

1.2 Manipulating materials at small length scales

In the era of systems biology, automation of measurement processes is enabling a deeper

understanding of bio-molecular processes in living systems. High-throughput data collec-

tion lies at the heart of such an effort with precise, quantitative measurement of biological

processes in a large variety of conditions. Furthermore, with the ability to conduct high

throughput experiments in combinatorial material science and chemistry, a new set of de-

signer materials can now be explored - anywhere from search for new materials for solar

energy to drug targets for human diseases.
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Figure 1-2: Conventional liquid handling robots are large, bulky, slow, costly to operate and
require micro-liters of expensive reagents for individual screening condition; thus making it
financially non-viable for screening millions of conditions or performing complex assays in
a few seconds. Inset depicts a micro-titer plate for chemical storage (Image from REMP
product catalog).

Robotic automation tools are still the primary means of liquid handling in most high-

throughput experiments in the pharmaceutical, chemical and micro-electronics industry.

Robotic liquid handling; with the ability to take a set of commands and sequentially ex-

ecute in a deterministic manner, provides a basis set of most commonly used tools in

genomics, proteomics and combinatorial material science research. Primarily, these tools

are programmed to perform volume metering, dispensing and mixing sequences for chem-

ical reagents. The most common limiting factors to be considered while setting up a high

throughput screen are cost of reagents and time it takes to perform a screening operation.

For conventional, off the shelf robotic tools, a screen with 100,000 compounds with 10 con-

centration variations typically takes several liters of reagents and takes several months to

complete, running 24/7. This is a bottleneck for setting up large scale screens due to signifi-

cant cost of reagents for biological assays. Furthermore, the equipment for a programmable

liquid handling robot is also bulky and expensive. Thus only big laboratories can afford to

run such a setup for long periods of time.
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Microfluidics- automated liquid handling in integrated micro-chips; brings this capability

within reach of experimentalists and biologists. Operating at ever reducing length scales,

microfluidics provides the benefit of shrinking sizes, faster reactions and optimized synthe-

sis for chemistry, biology and material sciences. A new revolution of the scale of personal

computing will be unveiled in genetics, pharmaceuticals, analytical chemistry, systems biol-

ogy and healthcare diagnostics, if microfluidic technologies hold to the promise they offer.

Dramatic improvements in our capability to precisely manipulate extremely small volumes

of fluids (nano-liters to femto-liters) is already shaping the future of this relatively nascent

field. Explosive progress is already being made, both in terms of fundamental technology

development for large-scale integration [29] of microfluidic functionalities on-chip and ap-

propriate chemistry for performing biological [35] and chemical functionalities on-chip. A

large number of breakthroughs in systems biology [16, 2, 17, 26] can already be credited

to this fundamental advancement in fluid manipulation technology. In-spite of the cur-

rent progress, microfluidic technologies still rely on macro-scale external control elements

hindering very large-scale integration and transition of microfluidic devices from research

laboratories to field-deployment of low-cost portable instruments.

1.3 All-fluidic logic and control

This thesis presents an approach based on micro-fluidic computing for the design of a

scalable fluidic processors enabling internal flow control with no-moving parts.

1.3.1 High Reynolds number

Fluidic computing as a field has existed since the 60's when fluidic technologies based

on inertial non-linear effects like "Coanda effect", "jet-interaction" etc. operating at high

Reynolds numbers competed in performance and applications with electronic counter parts.

The idea of using fluidic computing elements for information processing was later rejected

in the late 70's owing to slow performance and a fundamental limitation perceived in shrink-
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Figure 1-3: Integrated fluidic circuits (IFC) employing "Nano-flex" elastomeric valves. (a)

Photograph of a 48x48 dynamic array micro-chip using elastomeric valves, commercially

available from Fluidigm (www.fluidigm.com). Image of from [28]. (b) Photograph of a

protein crystallization chip (TOPAZ, fluidigm) with clear elastomeric IFC integrated in

a carrier for liquid delivery. Parallel lines represent reagent inlet into diffusion chambers.

Image from Fluidigm product catalog. (c,d) Microchip with reaction loop, integrated valves

and pumps for on-chip synthesis of radio-labeled fluorine as cancer probe. Image from [22]



ing the device sizes further (since inertial effects are no longer dominant at low Reynolds

numbers) without drastically affecting the device physics and hence poor performance.

Reynolds number is defined as ratio of inertial and viscous forces in a fluid medium i.e.

Re = puL/, where p is the fluid density, L is the relevant length scale, u is velocity of

fluid element and ?7 is dynamic viscosity. Inertia based fluid logic elements were designed

for flow regimes where Re > 1000 (turbulent flow is usually defined as Re > 2000). For

conventional microchannels with L - 100 pm, u - 0.1 cm/sec, -~ 0.01 gm/cm sec and p -

1 gm /cm 3 for water, typical Reynolds number in microfluidic devices is Re - 0.1. Thus

for reaching a Re > 1000, a flow velocity of u c 10 m/sec is required. Such high velocities

are extremely difficult to achieve in micro-scale geometries.

Several families of logic circuits utilizing nonlinearities in physical fluid dynamics have been

reported in the past. Fluidic logic from the 1960's [8, 3] was dependent on the inertial

properties of fluid flow thus requiring high Reynolds number flow. Such fluidic gates were

used to build a trajectory controller, an all-fluidic display, non-destructive memory and a

simple computer [3]. All-fluidic logic [7, 8, 3] as a field was launched in the 1960's with the

realization that non-linear inertial interactions of air-jets could be used to enable control of

pneumatic machinery. This novel integration of actuation and control which is extremely

desirable for buildign complex systems is otherwise extremely hard to achieve. Inertia-based

fluidic logic was successfully deployed in hazardous settings where microelectronics still

performed unreliably and the "computational count" required was low. A major drawback

of this technology, widely called "fluidics" was its dependence on high-Reynolds number

flows. Since the devices could not be shrunk in sizes, without involving super-sonic velocities

[34], the growth in the field was crippled with the advent of new micro-electronics based

control technologies.

1.3.2 Low Reynolds number

In this work, I show that this dependence on high-Reynolds number is unnecessary. Navier-

Stokes equations describing fluid flow, are highly non-linear in all flow regimes. In this
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Figure 1-4: (a) High Reynolds number fluidic logic gates from the 06's with varying size

from meter scales vortex valves to milli-metric scale proportional amplifier. (b) Schematic

description of fluidic logic gate with equivalent electrical analogs depicted. (c) Vortex ring

based jet-amplifier with output jet stream controlled by inlet control lines. (d,e) Integrated

fluidic logic gates with a schematic integrated control circuit and an all-fluidic display from

UNIVAC [7].
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work, instead of using inertial forces as primary non-linear phenomena, I demonstrate that

interfacial and viscous forces, which are dominant at low-Reynolds number can be exploited

to built a universal family of logic gates. This allows us to shrink device geometries to micron

length scales with favorable scaling laws towards further miniaturization. Miniaturization

also allows us to handle extremely small sample fluid volumes (nano to femto-liters) which

is desirable for any successful microfluidic technology. With miniaturization, which was

necessary for higher operating speeds and integration, it was impossible to maintain high

Reynolds number flow in microscopic geometries. Previously, fluids with polymer additives

have been used to implement a constant flow source and a bistable gate [14, 15] but the

operation of these devices is dependent on non-Newtonian fluid properties (see figure 1-

5). Change in flow resistance has been used [31] to build Boolean logic in a single-phase

Newtonian fluid, but since its input and output representation are not the same these

devices could not be cascaded.

Bubble logic [25], based on hydrodynamic bubble-to-bubble interactions provides a scalable

universal logic family employing newtonian fluids. A droplet or a bubble traversing in a

channel represents a bit. The bit representation for bubble logic is similar to theoretical

billiard ball logic [10] which based on the elastic collision of particles, and magnetic bubble

memory [6] relying on interactions of magnetic domains in garnet films. These schemes all

conserve information because during a logic operation a bit is neither created nor destroyed.

Microfluidics has quickly grown from a research technique to an industry accepted platform

technology for small volume liquid handling. Currently, specialized chips are designed and

fabricated based on specific applications. Unlike micro-electronics where common mod-

ules are put together to build more complex circuits, microfluidics still requires design and

synthesis of fluidic elements from scratch for a given application chip. Modularity of indi-

vidual elements and standardization of parts would shift this trend towards small number

of general purpose microfluidic processors. Another motivation for this thesis in developing

an all-fluidic logic family and numerous control elements based on the same is to allow

modular design of microfluidic circuits. Since the transfer characteristics and operating

regimes of individual elements can be specified, a microfluidic engineer should be able to
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Figure 1-5: Fluidic memory and control elements using non-newtonian fluids [13]. Extension

and relaxation of polymer molecules results in asymmetric flow behavior in an expansion

and contraction geometry, also depicted by pressure vs. flow-rate characteristic curve for a

given channel geometry. Image from [13].
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Figure 1-6: Fluidic valves based on flexible membranes sandwiched between glass wafers
[18]. The valve can be turned on and off via negative pressure and can be latched in either
on and off position. A simple XOR gate formed using six pneumatic valves. Image from
[18].

pick components from the parts library to simply build fluidic circuits for a specific experi-

ments. Moreover this approach allows for a general hierarchy of components which can be

pre-assembled in this manner.

Fluid dynamics of single-phase flow at low Reynolds number in microchannels is laminar in

nature [2], and throughly studied [9]. However interfacial microfluidics, involving fluid-fluid

interfaces (for example drops and bubbles) in confined micro-geometries, exhibits complex

non-linear flow behaviors due to hydrodynamic interactions and is under an intense phase of

development [30, 32, 11, 12]. In this thesis, I experimentally demonstrate novel non-linear

hydrodynamic interactions in multi-phase flow. Moreover, this thesis presents a systematic

approach to designing several microfluidic control elements via hydrodynamic interactions

of drops and bubbles in confined geometries.



Figure 1-7: Comparison of a chip-scale detection technologies with convention liquid han-

dling equipment required for automated operation of such a device (Image courtesy Will

Grover, Manalis Lab, MIT). Usually, large liquid handling and control equipment is required

to handle samples on micro-chips, leading to the notion of a "lab around a chip".

30



1.4 Compartmentalization: Droplet based digital materials

In an information processing paradigm, our choice of bits is based on several factors. In

implementation of a classical computer, the choice is guided by several factors like switching

speeds, energy consumption, physical transport limitations and size of the bits used [19].

For bits to be able to manipulate both materials and information, another requirement

is to be able to attach discrete packets of a large variety of materials without drastically

changing the nature of individual bits itself. For the system described in this thesis, I choose

discrete packets of fluid (drops and bubbles) embedded in a continuos phase individual bits

(see figure 1-9). Due to mass conservation, number of fluidic bits entering a logic gate

needs to be equal to number of bits exiting the gate geometry. This allows us to implement

conservative logic family, where multiple Boolean logic operations can be computed at the

same instance of time. This paradigm also makes it possible to implement a reversible logic

scheme, where if the direction of flow is reversed; the initial starting inputs at any point

of time during a computation can be retrieved. Moreover if required, individual drops and

bubbles can be fused or divided into multiple entities allowing numerous chemical steps like

reactions, dilutions and metering possible. This allows us to implement the basic modules

required for generic biological and chemical processing.

Advances in microfluidic experimental techniques for generation of mono-disperse sub-

nanoliter volume emulsions has led to an explosive growth of a new class of bio-chemical

materials. Loosely termed as nano-liter droplet based materials, a very large variety of

droplet emulsions with complex structures (for e.g. multi-emulsions) can be synthesized

employing microfluidic based emulsion technologies [12]. Controlled generation frequency

(10Hz - 1Khz) [32] and droplet volume (femto to nano liters) [11] has been demonstrated.

My work also introduces a new technique for on-demand generation of drops and bubbles

[25]. Figure 1-9 depicts a small array of materials (organized as living vs. non-living and

natural vs. synthetic) that can be trapped in droplet based emulsion for further processing.

A vast variety of novel surfactant chemistries [36] are also under development suitable for

numerous biological assays. Thus microfluidic emulsion technologies [30, 32, 11, 12] provide



Figure 1-8: Compartmentalization in natural and artificial systems. (A) Giacomo Ciami-

cian (1857-1922), father of green chemistry, on the roof of the Chemical Institute in Bologna

among the flasks he is exposing to solar light running experiments in combinatorial chem-

istry. (B) SEM images of E-coli, roughly a 1 pm in length serve as individual biological

compartments. (C) Mono-disperse fluid droplets, 40 pm in size generated using microflu-

idic emulsion techniques, can act as artificial cells capable of performing chemical reactions

in confined volumes.
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Figure 1-9: Encapsulation of natural and synthetic materials in compartmentalized droplets.

A large array of nano-bio materials can be encapsulated using the prescribed scheme includ-

ing bio-molecules, single organelles, single cells, whole organisms, protein crystals, liquid

crystals and so on.

a means to generate a new class of materials (which I call digital because of discrete nature

of the same) which was not possible before.

With the advent of nano-liter droplet based materials, a scalable means to manipulate,

store, organize and retrieve these droplets is required (fig. 1-9). Microfluidic computing

where drops and bubbles traversing in microfluidic channels represent bits of information

can be used as a paradigm for scalable internal control mechanism for handling this new

class of materials. Such a technology would invariably make a large impact on a vast number

of fields including single cell analysis and assays, combinatorial chemistry and droplet based

sub-nanoliter chemistry.

1.5 Nanoliter chemistry

A clear trend has been established over the last decade leading to ever-shrinking reaction

volumes for bio-chemical reactions. Starting with conventional test tube based manipulation
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of milli-liter volumes, common in all chemistry labs, to micro-liter fluid manipulation using

manual and automated pipetting systems which allow for 100 reaction wells in plastic

micro-well plates. Micro-well plates provide spatial separation of micro-liter volume wells in

a spatially organized format, that easily renders itself to robotic automation. Furthermore,

evaporation or dilution can be achieved via an open port. Due to already established infra-

structure to handle micro-well plates, several templates have been created that connect to

micro-well plate and automate several aspects of reagent filling and screening via fluidic

manifolds underlying the wells.

A significant step towards miniaturization of biological sample analysis came with devel-

opment of techniques to fabricate micro-arrays consisting of liquid droplets, 100 tm or

smaller in size, on solid substrates. Since a large number of samples could be spotted on

solid substrates and imaged simultaneously, a large number of genetic and protein screens

could be implemented in this format. A drawback of such an implementation is that once

the reaction mixture has been created and spotted on the surface, no reagents can be added

or extracted from the mixture.

As described previously, microfluidic manipulation of fluid samples brought a revolutionary

change in how chemical and biological reagents can be handled in automated or semi-

automated manner in micro-fabricated channel networks. Two different paradigms in sam-

ple handling in engineered systems have emerged over the last decade, single-phase and

multi-phase fluid handling. Reaction volumes in single-phase systems is defined by the vol-

ume of sealed channels. These reaction volumes can be dynamically manipulated by open-

ing and closing integrated valves, leading to a high customizable platform. Multi-phase or

droplet microfluidic systems define reaction volumes as the reagents captured in individual

droplets. Such a discrete scheme allows for manipulation of large number of unique samples

in the same micro-fabricated channel geometries without any cross-contamination. Reac-

tion volume for droplet based microfluidic systems vary from a few nano-liters to several

femto-liters. The capability to reach volumes of the range of femto-liters (typically found

in single cells) allows us to study reaction conditions found in natural counterparts or very

dilute systems (single cell or single molecule assays).



In this thesis, I primarily focus on micro-droplets (defined as 100 pm to 1pm diamter

droplets) as a platform for nanoliter chemistry. A large number of chemistries have been

ported to such a platform including multi-step protein crystallization assays [23], gradient

screening for crystallization conditions [37], polymerase chain reactions [24], study of milli-

second enzyme kinetics [27], directed evolution of enzymes and so on. This provides a

very broad range of reaction conditions that can be satisfied in micro-fabricated systems

employing individual droplets as discrete reactors. Furthermore, large number of droplets

can be created in micro-scale geometries at high-throughput. Thus such a platform has the

capability to screen for a large space of reaction chemistry and simple gradient screens have

already been developed for the same.

1.6 Bio-inspired Design

Microfluidics as a field has gained attention in the last 20 years as a field in chemical,

mechanical and bioengineering. Behavior of fluids at small length scales has been a subject

matter of intense studies during this time, leading to a better understanding of how complex

fluids behave in confined geometries. Furthermore, principles of fluid physics at small length

scale provide new physical mechanisms that can be exploited in microfluidic device design.

Biological systems, on the other hand, have extensively exploited and employed microfluidic

systems in biological design. For example, blood capillaries, lymph nodes and various

transport channels in human body employ channel geometries of micrometer length scales

to achieve directed transport and control of chemicals in the body. Plants employ xylem

and phloem network to transport materials and water from roots to leaves and vice versa.

Lungs employ micro-capillaries to transport oxygen from the inhaled air to oxygenate blood.

Carefully and quantitative study of microfluidics in biology would not only lead to better

understanding how biological systems function, but further provide design examples that

can be exploited in the technological counterparts.

This thesis also describes the discovery of two new physical fluid dynamic mechanisms

motivated by a common theme of role of interfacial uid mechanics in biology. Firstly, I



describe a new superhydrophobic water-repelling surface that has a characteristic of direc-

tional anisotropy to uid resistance. The discovery made while studying the integument of

water-walking insects, helps rationalize the origin of thrust and hence propulsion of water-

walking insects on a uid interface. Secondly, this thesis uncovers a new physical mechanism

for directed droplet transport, which I term Capillary ratchet. Discovered in a class of sur-

face feeding shorebirds, it is the only physical mechanism that is known to exploit contact

angle hysteresis for uid transport.

1.7 Summary of Major Results

Various original contributions have been made in this thesis. Firstly, I present a means to

generate individual nano-liter to femto-liter volume drops on demand via an electro-fluid

modulator employing variation in surface tension based on temperature. This allow us to

programmatically generate drops and bubbles of reagents on-demand thus encoding signals

as an input to the microfluidic chip. I also present a hydrodynamic trap for storage and

release of individual drops and bubbles traveling in a flowing stream of continuos phase fluid.

This element acts as a fundamental unit of fluidic memory required for storage of drops

and bubbles on chip with no external control. Individual flip-flops can be arrayed to build

circuit elements like a ripple counter, useful for digitally counting on chip. A conservative

universal logic scheme is also presented which provides us the means to route individual

drops and bubbles on-chip in a programmable fashion. The logic provides a means to invert,

amplify and manipulate signals encoded in a train of drops and bubbles. As a test circuit,

I also present a ring-oscillator built using AND gates and delay lines which allows us to

test operating parameters for individual logic gates. For timing restoration, I present a

novel fluidic ladder network geometry which is capable of synchronizing drops and bubbles

co-flowing in two coupled fluid streams. This allows for error-correction on chip which is

necessary for scalability.

In the field of bio-inspired design, I also present a novel valveless means to pump individual

droplets via a capillary ratchet. This device employes asymmetry in droplets trapped in a



wedge geometry to pump fluids via induced vibrations. This mechanism could provide a

means to implement a global clock to the system in the future. Furthermore, a new solid

surface termed "unidirectional superhydrophobic surfaces" that exhibits isotropic adhesion

to fluid contact lines has been discovered in water-walking insects. I also present a method

to synthesize an artificial surface exhibiting unidirectional superhydrophobic characteristics.

1.8 Thesis Structure and Overview

This thesis is divided into three main sections. Chapter 2, 3, 4 describe my work in im-

plementation of universal logic in purely hydrodynamic systems at low Reynolds numbers.

Chapter 2 describes the fundamentals of multi-phase flow at low Reynolds numbers and

presents the dynamics of fluid droplets in microfluidic channel networks. Chapter 3 presents

experimental and results for implementation of universal logic, bistability, cascadibility and

feedback implemented in fluidic circuits. Chapter 4 presents device design principles for

microfluidic circuits.

Chapter 5 describes analysis, instrumentation and results for uni-directional hydrophobic

surfaces, in context of water-walking creatures. I present the first evidence of existence of

anisotropy in resistance to motion of contact lines on hydrophobic surfaces found in water-

walking creatures. I also describe instrumentation custom built for pinning force measure-

ment of contact line traveling on solid surfaces. I conclude by presenting the microscopic

source of thrust force generated by water-walking insects.

Chapter 6 presents a new mechanism for synchronous motion of micro-liter droplets via

a ratcheting mechanism. Capillary ratchet is the first physical mechanism that exploits

the dynamics of contact line motion, particularly contact angle hysteresis to induce droplet

motion. I present the work in context of feeding mechanisms utilized by several species of

shorebirds.

Chapter 7 describes future work, in context to the three main contributions of this thesis,

namely microfluidic bubble logic, uni-directional superhydrophobic surfaces and capillary



ratchets. I further highlight near-term and long-term applications arising from techniques

described in this thesis.

Chapter 8 concludes this thesis providing a vision for role of computer science in physical

science and programmability of the physical world.
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Chapter 2

Microfluidic Droplet Networks

Complex fluid channel networks are ubiquitous in animate and in-animate natural systems.

From micro-capillary networks in circulatory systems to porous structure in rocks, examples

of intricate connection geometries exist in natural and artificial systems. Pattern formation

arising from complex hydrodynamic interactions of flow of multi-phase fluids in such a

network topologies is commonly observed [13]. In this chapter we review the principles of

multi-phase flow in channel networks, and highlight the use of reduced order models for

understanding flow behavior in inter-connected channel geometries. We further develop

design principles that can be employed to build complex droplet networks with desired

characteristics.

Firstly, the basic principles of single-phase and muti-phase flow at low-Reynolds number

in confined geometries are described. Numerous hydrodynamic principles can be exploited

via geometrical rearrangements that lead to a rich set of observable physical phenomena. A

brief overview of low-Reynolds, laminar, reversible hydrodynamics for Newtonian fluids is

covered. To enable design of complex droplet networks, the notion of hydraulic resistance

of a fluid channel to single phase flow is introduced. This notation is further expanded to

include more complex flow behavior arising by the presence of multi-phase flow.

Reduced order models for traversing droplets and bubbles in channel networks are then

described. This allows us to consider microfluidic channel networks as non-linear resistor



networks with droplets and bubbles traveling as point source of non-linearities. We further

highlight the dependence of hydraulic resistance of multi-phase flow on viscosity ratio of

dispersed and continuous phase, surfactant concentrations and Capillary number. Finally

we briefly review the effect of external fields including temperature and electric fields on

the flow dynamics of droplet networks.

2.1 Low Reynolds number Stokes flow

Cover the hydrodynamics of low Reynolds number flow of droplets and bubbles in complex

channel networks. Introduce the ideas of inter-connectedness and hydrodynamic inter-

actions in Stokes flow. Introduce various means and mechanisms to perturb flow using

temperature, viscosity, surfactants.

Continuum hydrodynamics describes the laws of motion for fluid elements. Discrete quan-

tities used to describe mechanics of solids are replaced by continuum fields such as density

p, velocity vector v and so on. The continuum version of Newton's law F = ma is given by

the Navier-Stokes equation for a unit volume

Ou
p( + u.Vu) = -Vp + 1V 2u + f (2.1)

For low Reynolds number conditions when inertial forces are smaller as compared to viscous

forces, the above equation can be further simplified into the Stokes equation by neglecting

the inertial terms

-Vp + ,V 2u + f = 0 (2.2)

Mass conservation for incompressible fluids also requires

V.u = 0 (2.3)

Solving the above set of equations in a relevant reference frame provides a 3D velocity vector

u for all points in the fluid volume.



Figure 2-1: Channel network with complex topology and connectivity found in animate
and in-animate natural systems. (A) Microvascular network of cat sartorius muscle (Image
courtesy I.A Torres Filho). (B) Microvascular cast of hamster cremaster muscle infused with
FITC-BSA (Image courtesy S. Segal) (C) Porous Ingeous rock (Scoria) (D) Porous Pilocene
sandstone filled with blue epoxy during sample preparation (Image cortsey T.N. Diggs).
(E,F) SEM micrographs of micro-channel structure in hard wood in vertical and horizontal

cross-sections (Image courtesy H.A. Core, W.A. Cote and A.C. Day, Wood structure and
identification).
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2.2 Resistance of a droplet in a channel

2.2.1 Complete vs. Partial Wetting

Contact-line region in micro-scale geometries dominate the flow dynamics. Since the length

scale of contact lines are similar to flow geometries, large stresses are introduced due to fluid

slip present at the triple contact point. Furthermore, the contact line resistance depends

critically on microscopic defects present on the surface. Thus any chemical and mechanical

variability of surface properties of microchannels results in unpredictable dynamics of multi-

phase flow with wetting contact lines. Contact lines in multi-phase microfluidic flows can be

simply avoided by using a wetting continuous phase: a thin fluid film of continuous phase

coating the microchannels.

Other than difficult to predict dynamics of contact-lines in mmulti-phase flow: several other

advantages of a using completely wetting continuous phase fluids exist. Firstly, in the con-

text of digital microfluidics, samples contained in the dispersed phase are truly isolated and

never see the surface of the micro-channel. This avoids the problem of "sample dispersion",

commonly faced in the world of microfluidics. Secondly valuable samples (biomolecules)

are routinely lost either via sticking on the channel surface or bulk flow into the surround-

ing substrate (as is the case of porous substrates like PDMS). Since a true nanoliter sized

container can be realized by using droplets and bubbles dispersed in a wetting continu-

ous phase, various biochemical assays requiring strict compartmentalization of biological

reagents can be easily ported to digital microfluidics. For all the above reasons, we only

consider the case where one fluid completely wets the channel walls (continuous phase) and

the other fluid is dispersed as drops and bubbles (unless otherwise noted).

2.2.2 Resistance of a clean bubble: Inviscid dispersed phase

We follow the formulation of flow of an inviscid dispersed phase (for e.g. air displacing a

capillary filled with water) in a circular tube filled with continuous phase with viscosity p

by Manga et al. [13]. Bretherton [1] studied the case of displacement of continuous phase by



an inviscid fluid at low capillary numbers, Ca < 10- 2.Here we consider two parameters to

characterize the flow, capillary number Ca and volume fraction of dispersed phase 0. Here

we only consider the case of discrete non-wetting bubbles in the channel, thus ensuring

presence of a thin continuous phase fluid film on the smooth channel walls.

Bretherton [1] evaluated the pressure drop for a bubble in a channel

APb - 3.58 -(3Ca)2/3 (2.4)
r

for Ca < 10- 2. Chang et al. [11] evaluated the next order term for higher Ca

APb - [3.58(3Ca)2/3 - 9.07Ca0 95 ] (2.5)
r

for Ca < 10- 1.

Furthermore, the height of the thin film left behind by the continuous phase between the

bubble and the wall is given by

ho = 0.643r(3Ca)2/ 3  (2.6)

not including the effect of non-hydrodynamic forces such as van der Waals forces that come

into effect for thin films smaller than 10-100nm.

At low Reynolds number stokes flow, the hydraulic resistance of continuous phase for a tube

segment of length L is given by

Q = a7 (2.7)
8pL

with AP is the driving pressure gradient. If a bubble is present in the tube, the formulation

for conductivity of the tube is modified as

Q 7r4 [AP - ouAPb(Q)] (2.8)
8p(L - lb)

where lb is the length of the bubble. Furthermore, for a clean bubble interface the velocity



of the bubble u to the surrounding wetting fluid v can be expressed as

v = (1- w)u (2.9)

where w - 1.29(3Ca)2/ 3 and v = Q/p7r 2 . Thus we can write the conductivity of the

channel with a bubble as

_ rpr 4  [1- APb(Q)
Q = [1 - ]AP (2.10)

8p(L - Ib) (2.10)

where conductivity is a function of the pressure gradient and the flow rate and hence

nonlinear in nature (when compared to the linear term for conductance of single phase flow

in a circular tube). At large Ca bubble speed is drastically slower than the velocity of the

continuous phase. For smaller Ca pressure drop due to a bubble forms a significant percent

of the total pressure drop. This can be understood since the pressure drop across a bubble

is proportional to Ca 2/ 3 , and thus proportional to u2 / 3 . The pressure drop across a tube

with no bubble is proportional to v. Thus as Ca decreases, pressure drop across a bubble

increases faster than pressure drop in a tube without a bubble [13].

2.2.3 Effect of viscosity

Hodges et al. [6] considers the effect of viscosity of a fluid droplet (viscosity Ap) in a circular

tube radius R surrounded by a wetting continuous fluid (viscosity p). Here we present the

scaling laws for the same highlighting the effect of viscosity. A thin film of continuous fluid

around the droplet is given by eR. Hodges et al. show that the scaling C - Ca 2/ 3 still holds,

for all values of A with a unity coefficient, found using lubrication theory. As A increases,

film thickness increases by a factor 42/3 to plateau for Ca - 1/3 << A << Ca - 2/ 3 . The factor

falls to 22/3 as A -- c.

For a viscosity ratio A, effective resistance of a channel with discrete liquid slugs (number

of slugs n) can be approximated as [7]

R e Ca 2/ 3

Rf = 12.8 p w(A + 1 - 0) + nd3.15g(A) (2.11)
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Figure 2-2: Fluid filled in a tube displaced by another non-wetting fluid. Three regions
depict various dominant forces governing the interface shape for the dispersed fluid.

for a square channel with width w and height b, 7 is surface tension, 0 is volume fraction,

p is viscosity of continuous phase, Ca is capillary number, A is viscosity ratio of dispersed

to continuous phase (0 < A < 00 ). g(A) is a function of A and varies between 1 to 1.5 [6].

Thus g(A) will only have a small effect as viscosity of the dispersed phase is changed.

For small viscosity ratio A << 1 and small volume fraction << 1, flow resistance to a

droplet can be approximated as [7]

RD , 0.25(bf )Ca- 1/3  (2.12)

providing an approximate expression for increases in hydraulic resistance considering the

increased viscosity of the dispersed phase.



2.2.4 Droplets at a T junction

Let us first consider the simplest channel geometry with one inlet port and two symmetric

outlet ports, i.e. a T junction. For non-breaking droplets, this was initially studied in

mill-fluidic channels ( 600 ptm) by Ajdari et al. [2]. For single phase flow of Newtonian

fluids at low Reynolds numbers (Re 10-1), this is a simple setup with flow from the inlet

separating into two outlet streams - proportionately to the flow resistance of the outlet

channels (assumed equal in this case). We now look at a more complex situation, where

we allow droplets or bubbles to enter the inlet port as a train and observe the outlets as

they leave the two exit ports. We only consider the small capillary number limit (Ca 10-2),

where the viscous stresses are small as compared to the surface tension force which keep

the droplets from breaking up at the junction due to viscous force induced stretching. Thus

droplets arriving at a junction make a binary decision of going either left or right. This is

a distinctly non-linear event since one of the two outlets is chosen by individual droplets.

A simple qualitative picture for such a device can be produced by considering a hydrody-

namic model for the T junction that includes resistance to flow due to presence or absence

of a droplet in a channel. A droplet that chooses the path of least resistance amongst the

two outlets, in term increases the resistance of that exit channel. If instantaneous resistance

of this channel is higher due to presence of this droplet, majority of the net flow rate at the

junction can switch to a outlet with higher resistance. Such a simple feedback mechanism

leads to a non-linear behavior of droplets arriving at a T junction. The two critical factors

that influence the behavior include net increase in hydraulic resistance due to presence of

a bubble or a droplet in a fluidic channel and frequency (rate of arrival) governing packing

density of a train of droplets in a channel. At low dilution frequency. the junction acts like

a filter directing all the droplets to the exit channel with smaller resistance - while at higher

frequency the distribution is more complex and dynamic (depending on the exact sequence

of droplets) [2].



2.2.5 Numerical formulation

Given a complex channel network topology, is it possible to predict the dynamics of droplets

and bubbles at low Reynolds numbers? Two components that play a significant role in such

a system are; increased resistance to flow due to individual droplets or bubbles in a channel

and hydrodynamic interaction of these droplets in complex geometries, for e.g. a simple

loop structure.

Let us first consider a pressure drop due to a bubble traveling in a channel. This provides

a formulation for total hydrodynamic resistance of a bubble in a channel. Consider the net

pressure drop as APtotal

APtotal = APnb + APbody + APcaps (2.13)

where APnb represents the pressure drop for the regions containing no bubbles, APbody

represents the pressure drop due to the region containing the body of the bubble and

APcaps accounts for the curved caps that cover the front and the back of a bubble. Different

hydrodynamic forces dominate in the three given regions, providing a different scaling laws

for the total pressure drop in channel given by APtotal. Considering the bubble size to be

larger than the channel width (thus in Bretherton regime), the pressure drop can be written

as [4]

APnb = apVnb(Ltotal - Lcap-to-cap)/H 2  (2.14)

APbody = b VnbLbody/H 2  (2.15)

APcap = cPVnbCa-1/3 /H (2.16)

where H is the channel height, p is the viscosity of the continuous phase, Ca is the capillary

number.

For a given topology network, a set of equations can be solved with the following conserva-
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Figure 2-3: Pressure drop due to a train of droplets in a channel. Adapted from Sullivan
et al. [14]

tion rules on nodes and channels. At every node

LEiQi = Qext (2.17)

which ensures conservation of flow, and at every channel

AP = Pain - Paout = RiQi (2.18)

with hydrualic resistance of a channel with a drop or a bubble modified as

Ri = Ri + niRd

Vi = NQi/S

(2.19)

(2.20)

where S is the cross-section of the channel, 3 is a proportionality constant, ni represents

the number of droplets in a channel, Rd depicts the resistance of a droplet in a channel.



2.3 Influence of other parameters

2.3.1 Effects due to surfactants

Presence of surfactant molecules on the fluid interface, greatly increases the hydraulic re-

sistance of a bubble or a droplet in a fluidic channel. Coupling of flow due to bubble

motion results in a non-uniform distribution of surfactant molecules on the interface. Thus

a gradient in surfactant concentration, and hence surface tension modifies the dynamics

and hydraulic resistance of the traversing bubble. Most importantly, presence of surfac-

tants on the interface change the boundary condition, coupling flow of surrounding fluid to

surfactant concentration.

Here we follow the outline by Herbolzheimer [3], to determine the resulting pressure drop

across a bubble, in presence of a surfactant. The geometry we consider here is a long closed

bubble with front and back interface, with continuous fluid phase completely wetting the

channel walls (distance 2a). The bubble forms a thin lubrication film along the bubble, of

length 1. In the above geometry, surfactant molecules on the interface are swept backwards

to the rear end of the interface. Thus the surface tension at the rear end is significantly

lower when compared to the front end. This surface tension gradient across the length of

the bubble exerts an attractive force, increasing the pressure drop across the bubble.

Let us reconsider the results for a clean interface, i.e. surfactant free bubble in a channel

- as worked by Bretherton [1]. A clean interface at the surface of the bubble (with the air

viscosity being so low) can not sustain any shear stress. Thus majority of viscous dissipation

occurs at the front and the rear end of the bubble. Bretherton evaluated the true mean

curvature of front meniscus (at small capillary number) to be 2/a[1 + 1.79(3Ca)2/ 3], leading

to a dynamic pressure drop of 3.58(ar/a)(3Ca)2/ 3. Similarly for the rear end of the bubble,

the dynamic pressure is given by -0.94(o/a)(3Ca) 2/3. Thus the total pressure drop can be

evaluated to be [10]

Ap = 9.40Ca2/3a  (2.21)

a

The above formulation provides an estimate of pressure drop due to a clean bubble - which
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Figure 2-4: Interface shape due to an inviscid bubble traveling in a channel, with six distinct
regions marked by the trailing and the leading edge of the bubble.

is independent of the length of the bubble and goes as a 1/ 3, thus reducing as surface tension

decreases (which is the case when surfactants are added).

In the case of surfactants present on the interface, the surfactant film behaves like an incom-

pressible thin solid, with tangential velocity on the interface being zero (no-slip boundary

condition). This is in contrast to the zero shear stress condition for a clean bubble. Thus

the viscous dissipation in the thin lubrication film dominates the pressure drop across the

bubble, leading to higher hydraulic resistance of surfactant laden bubbles. Balancing the

pressure difference with the viscous drag in the thin lubrication film, we can write

ira 2(Ap) = 27ralpU/6f (2.22)

By experimental observations, addition of surfactants increases the pressure drop across a

bubble traveling in a channel.

2.3.2 Instabilities due to low surface tension

Addition of surfactants, commonly used in droplet microfluidic systems to avoid coales-

cence and provide a bio-compatible interface for dispersed phase, results in reduction of

v scous(-u nvsc0gas
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Figure 2-5: Surfactant distribution on the interface of a inviscid bubble in a wetting fluid.

surface tension at the interface. Since many bio-molecules also act as surfactants, the net

surface tension can be further reduced due to presence of surfactants in both dispersed and

continuous phase. Low surface tension between dispersed and continuous phase can lead

to instabilities, resulting in commonly observed patterns formed in droplet trains. From

a perspective of droplet microfluidics, this can be a limitation. Thus understanding the

effects and means of suppressing these instabilities is crucial.

For very low surface tension (0.01mN/m) - tip streaming from droplets can be observed

in microfabricated channel networks [5]. Two distinct types of instabilities that have been

observed - Rayleigh-Plateau instabilities for elongated droplets and shear driven instabilities

due to excessive shear stress at the interface due to top and bottom walls of the channels

[5]. Narrow confinement in microfluidic channels has been previously reported to suppress

Rayleigh-Plateau instabilities [12, 9], when compared to stretched droplets in unbounded

fluid. Extensional flow above a threshold, in microfluidic T junctions [8] or Hele-Shaw

cell type geometries [5], leading to elongation of dispersed phase commonly results in drop

breakup.

Consider a droplet dispersed in a continuous phase, sheared due to a extensional flow field.

------------------------------- ---

L



In the static case, when shear is exerted on the droplet - the interface deforms into a spherical

shell minimizing the interfacial surface energy of the system. For shear induced deformation

of a droplet, the surface tension opposes the deformation until a point at which the interface

is destabalized and surface tension can no longer balance the shear stress, resulting into onset

of instabilities and potential breakup of the droplet. For a droplet subjected to specific shear

rate, Capillary number Ca can be written as Ca = tR/7y where r is shear rate and R is

radius of the droplet. Thus the largest stable droplet for a critical Capillary number Cacr

can be written as R* = -Cac,/ly). The above formulation does not consider any confinement

effect and is only valid for geometries where shear is induced by bulk flow and dispersed

phase is not pinched by confinement geometries. Droplet microfluidics typically operate in

flow regime where droplet radius in unbounded state 2R > w where w is the width of the

channel. Thus confinement effects need to be accounted for while considering the stability

of dispersed phase.

A common but slightly paradoxical observation of elongated droplets traveling in microchan-

nels, is the stability of these droplets - even though the length to width ratio is larger than

the traditional 1/w ratio of w7, where 1 is the length of the drop and w is the width of

the drop [8]. With increasing confinement, wavelength of the most unstable perturbations

for Rayleigh-Plateau instability increases while the speed of the collapse decreases. The

instability of a droplet traveling in a confined channel can be further characterized by the

characteristic Capillary number Ca, given by pv/7y, where p is the viscosity, v is the velocity

of the continuous fluid and y is the surface tension of the interface. At higher Capillary

number, the instabilities observed in traversing droplets are further influenced by redistri-

bution of surfactant molecules on the free interface - resulting in a surface tension gradient

along the interface. For a higher Capillary number, surfactants accumulate at the trailing

edge of droplets - leading to further reduction of surface tension locally. The interface is thus

easily destablized by shear forces generated due to confined channel geometries. Droplets

traversing with the flow, even though longer than the Rayliegh-Plateu limit (with aspect

ratio larger than w) do not break in straight channels. The stability of there drops can be

attributed to flow around the drop [8]. For a flow in the continuous phase, disturbances on

the interface can be convected to the end of the drop before they grow to be large enough



to cause droplet breakup. Furthermore, nearby walls suppress any deformations on the

interface that could lead to growing instability.

2.3.3 Gravity

Influence of gravity on flow parameters can be quantified easily by evaluating the operating

Bond number, Bo = 6pgR 2/-, where 6p is difference between component density, g is

gravitational acceleration and R is radius of the drop. For most droplet microfluidic systems,

Bo number varies from 10- 3 to 10- 4 . Since Bo << 1, gravitational effects are essentially

insignificant . For the very same reason, orientation of the microfluidic device does not

effect the flow dynamics of droplets and bubbles in microfluidic networks.
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Chapter 3

Microfluidic bubble logic

Based on a published article "Microfluidic Bubble Logic", Prakash M, Gershenfeld N, Sci-

ence Vol. 315, pp. 832-835, Feb. 2007.

3.1 Abstract

We demonstrate universal computation and bistability in an all-fluidic two-phase microflu-

idic system. Nonlinearity is introduced in an otherwise linear, reversible, low Reynolds num-

ber flow via bubble-to-bubble hydrodynamic interactions. A bubble traveling in a channel

represents a bit, providing us with the capability to simultaneously transport materials and

perform logical control operations. We demonstrate bubble logic AND/OR/NOT gates,

a toggle flip-flop, a ripple counter, a timing restoration device, a ring oscillator and an

elctro-bubble modulator. These show the nonlinearity, gain, bistability, synchronization,

cascadability, feedback and programmability required for scalable universal computation.

With increasing complexity in large scale microfluidic processors, bubble logic provides an

on-chip process control mechanism integrating chemistry and computation.



3.2 Introduction

Microfluidic "lab-on-a-chip" devices, where picoliters of fluids can be precisely manipulated

in microscopic channels under controlled reaction conditions, have revolutionized analytical

chemistry and biosciences. Recent advances in elastomeric pneumatic micro-valves [24] and

large scale integration [22] have enabled complex process control for a wide variety [17, 2]

of applications in single phase micro-reactors. Pneumatic elastomeric micro-valves require

external macroscopic solenoids for their operation. Cascadability and feedback (where a

signal acts on itself), which are common in electronic control circuits, is currently lacking

in microfluidic control architectures.

Another problem in microfluidics is reagent interaction with channel walls which causes

dispersion and non-uniform residence time distribution due to Poiseuille flow (parabolic

flow profile). Several reaction chemistries have been implemented in segmented-flow two-

phase micro-reactors, where individual nanoliter droplets traveling inside microchannels are

used as reaction containers[14, 28]. Di-electrophoretic [10] and electrostatic[19] force based

external control schemes have been proposed on-chip droplet management but they all re-

quire independent control of a large number of external electrodes and provide only single

gate level control which limits scalability. Due to the lack of a scalable control mechanism,

segmented-flow micro-reactors are still designed as simple linear channels with very lim-

ited spatial and temporal control when compared to a single-phase micro-reactor employing

pneumatic micro-valves [22]. Flow control that exploits the dynamics of droplets inside mi-

crochannels would make high-throughput screening and combinatorial studies possible[15],

but preliminary implementation of passive control techniques [21, 7] have not provided

single droplet control.

We demonstrate bubble logic through an implementation of universal Boolean logic in phys-

ical fluid dynamics. This provides us a droplet-level, internal, inherently digital, flow control

mechanism for microfluidic processors. Our approach does not require off-chip components

and can scale to complex structures. A bubble traveling in a micro-channel can represent a

bit of information as well as carry a chemical payload, thus making it possible to integrate



chemistry with computation for process control. Using such bubbles we demonstrate the

nonlinearity, gain, bistability, synchronization, cascadability and feedback required for a

scalable universal logic family. Bubble logic preserves the information representation from

input to output, thus devices can be cascaded allowing implementation of combinatorial and

sequential Boolean circuits. A bubble can be transported to a desired location in a com-

plex microfluidic network via a series of cascaded logic gates corresponding to an equivalent

Boolean circuit. Such an implementation of digital logic for process control also provides

us with a modular design approach for droplet control architectures, where individual logic

gates can be connected in a hierarchal structure.

Several families of logic circuits utilizing nonlinearities in physical fluid dynamics have been

reported in the past. Fluidic logic from the 1960's [6, 3] was dependent on the inertial

properties of fluid flow thus requiring high Reynolds number flow. Such fluidic gates were

used to build a trajectory controller, an all-fluidic display, non-destructive memory and a

simple computer [3]. With miniaturization, which was necessary for higher operating speeds

and integration, it was impossible to maintain high Reynolds number flow in microscopic

geometries. Fluids with polymer additives have been used to implement a constant flow

source and a bistable gate [11, 12] but the operation of these devices is dependent on non-

Newtonian fluid properties. Change in flow resistance has been used [25] to build Boolean

logic in a single-phase Newtonian fluid, but since its input and output representation are

not the same these devices could not be cascaded. Bubble logic, based on hydrodynamic

bubble-to-bubble interactions, is similar in bit representation to theoretical billiard ball

logic[8] based on the elastic collision of particles, and magnetic bubble memory[5] relying

on interactions of magnetic domains in garnet films. These schemes all conserve information

because during a logic operation a bit is neither created nor destroyed.

3.3 Microfluidic channel networks

Microscopic bubbles traveling in complex fluidic networks exhibit rich nonlinear dynamics.

Pressure-driven flow behavior of bubbles in an interconnected microfluidic network can be



described using a simplified dynamic flow resistance model[16]. Single phase flow resistance

of a channel at low Reynolds number can be approximated as Ap/Q oc pL/h3 w where

Ap/LQ is defined as the hydraulic resistance per unit length, A is dynamic viscosity, and h

and w are the height and width of the micro-channel. The presence of a bubble in a channel

drastically increases this flow resistance. The pressure drop due to a long bubble flowing

in a channel, where the bubble radius in an unbounded fluid is greater than the channel

width and the continuous phase completely wets the channel surface, is nonlinear and is

proportional to Ap c a/w(3Ca2/3)[4, 27], where Ca is the Capillary number (Ca = Ipu/o),

fp is the dynamic viscosity, u is the flow velocity of the continuos phase, w is the channel

width and a is the surface tension between liquid and gas phase. For small flow rates

this increased flow resistance is primarily due to viscous dissipation in the thin film of

liquid surrounding the bubble. With the presence of surfactant molecules on the air-water

interface, viscous dissipation in the lubrication film further increases due to the no-slip

boundary conditions at the interface. In this case, the pressure drop across a finite length

bubble is also linearly dependent on the bubble length until it reaches a critical value,

beyond which it is constant[20]. When a bubble traveling in a micro-channel arrives at

a bifurcation with low Capillary number (where the bubble does not split due to surface

tension dominating the viscous stress), it chooses the branch with highest instantaneous

flow[18].

3.4 Universal Logic Gates

With an increased flow resistance due to the presence of a bubble in a micro-channel,

flow lines in surrounding interconnected channels can be perturbed. These perturbations

can hence be used to route another bubble stream resulting in hydrodynamic interactions

between bubbles. Navier-Stokes equations describing low Reynolds number flow are linear

due to negligible inertial terms. Nonlinearity in such a system arises from the introduction

of interfacial force terms from the boundary conditions due to the presence of a free surface

at the fluid interfaces[23]. Such nonlinear time-dependent interactions are the basis of our

bubble logic gates. We exploit such interactions to build AND, OR and NOT gates, forming



a universal Boolean logic set. Since bubbles are neither produced nor destroyed during a

bubble logic operation, the number of bubbles is conserved from input to output for a given

device. In the implementation described here we use water as the liquid media (with added

surfactant 2 % by w/w Tween 20) and nitrogen bubbles. We fabricated planar bubble logic

devices in PDMS (poly-dimethyl siloxane) using single-layer soft-lithography and plasma

bonding to Pyrex substrates. Fig. 3-1 (top row) shows an AND/OR bubble logic gate which

evaluates both AND (.) and OR (+) simultaneously (necessary to satisfy bit conservation).

A single bubble arriving from either A or B at the junction will choose the wider channel,

corresponding to A + B. When bubbles arrive from both A and B simultaneously, both

output channels contain a bubble (Fig. 3-1 top row, middle column) evaluating both A + B

and A -B. The bubble arriving earlier at the junction always enters A + B (the wider

channel, with less resistance) increasing the output flow resistance of A + B, thus directing

the bubble arriving later to A -B. As shown in the time trace for all four channels of the

device (Fig. 3-1 top row, last column), the two bubbles interact only if they arrive within a

window TO0 (for this gate To0 - 0.5 ms at Q = 0.25 pl/sec) determined by the residence time

of the bubble in the gate geometry. No bubble coalescence was observed in the channels,

because of the stabilization of the interface by surfactant molecules.

In any logic family fan-out is necessary for the output signal from one gate to act as an

input signal to multiple gates. In the case of bubble logic, this can be simply implemented

by splitting bubbles at a T junction[18] into equal parts. Thus gain is necessary to restore

signal levels (where the signal is represented by the bubble size) in a logic family. We define

gain as the ratio of the volume of the output bubble to the volume of control bubble. Fig.

3-1 (bottom row) demonstrates a switching gate, which implements a NOT and an AND

gate simultaneously (making it a universal gate), with gain where a small control bubble

can switch the output flow direction for a larger bubble. A NOT gate is implemented as an

A -B gate where the value of B can be set to 1 by applying a constant frequency bubble

train. The switching gate consists of two counteracting asymmetries, an input channel with

an asymmetric T junction (bottom) and a narrow stream of injected flow from the control

channel (top) into the wider of the two bifurcations. By introducing a bubble in the control

channel, injected side flow can be dynamically turned on and off, and hence control the
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Figure 3-1: Universal microfluidic bubble logic. A bubble in a channel represents a bit. A

and B mark the T junction bubble input ports to the devices (planar 2D geometry, channel

height 70 pm) which are driven by a constant water input flow (with 2% w/w Tween 20

surfactant) via syringe pumps (Kent Scientific) and constant pressure driven nitrogen (Po =

0.5 psi). Top row depicts a two-input AND-OR gate with symmetric input channels marked

A and B (both 50 pm wide) and asymmetric output channels ( marked A + B, 65 pm wide

and A -B, 40 pm wide) computing both AND and OR simultaneously. Scale bar 100 pm.

Gate propagation time delay is 2ms at an input flow rate of QA = QB = 0.25 pl/sec. A

signal time trace for the device is shown for a period of 8ms. Second row depicts a NOT gate

and an AND gate implemented in the same geometry (as a universal switch gate) evaluating

A -B and A -B. The device consists of two counteracting asymmetries, a T junction (100

pm wide channel input, 50pm and 65 pm wide channel outputs) and an offset inlet channel

(25 pm wide) which provides variable flow from the top control channel (50 pm wide). Scale

bar 100 pm. A bubble in the control channel (bubble size r,) significantly reduces the inlet

flow switching the direction of the bubble at the T junction (bubble size rt). Gain is defined

as rt/rc=1.2 (QA = QB = 0.92 pl/sec. Propagation delay time is 7ms. Maximum change

in inlet flow as a bubble passes through the control channel is shown against dimensionless

bubble size (Bubble length/Channel width) depicting a sharp nonlinearity and saturation

with increasing bubble size.
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direction of flow of the output bubble arriving at the bifurcation. The change in injected

flow from the control channel (AQ) when a bubble passes through the control channel is

non-linearly related to the size of the bubble, as plotted in Fig. 3-1 (bottom row, right

column) against the dimensionless bubble size (bubble length / channel width). We use

this nonlinearity as a gain mechanism, allowing a smaller bubble from A to switch a larger

bubble coming from B (Fig. 3-1 bottom row, middle column).

3.5 Bistability

Segmented-flow reactors often operate at kilohertz frequencies, where the limiting factor

for high-thoughput screening is the rate of information extraction from individual droplets

due to slower measurement processes. We present a bistable mechanism (Fig. 3-2) capable

of on-demand trapping and release of individual bubbles, implemented as a toggle flip-flop.

This implementation demonstrates the basic unit of memory in bubble-logic. A bubble

minimizes its surface energy by adopting a shape with the smallest surface area. The

toggle flip-flop geometry (Fig. 3-2 A) presents an incoming bubble with two elliptical lobes

where the surface energy of the bubble is at its minimum, as shown in the plot of energy

vs. time (Fig. 3-2 G). This geometry acts like a fluid dynamic bistable trap for a single

bubble traveling at low Capillary and Reynolds numbers. The energy landscape of a single

bubble traversing the bistable geometry (Fig. SIA ) also depicts a minimum energy well

required for bistability. In our representation the bubble in the lower lobe represents state

0 and the bubble in the upper lobe represents state 1. A toggle event occurs when a

bubble arriving from the input flips the state of the device from 0 to 1 and vice versa.

The device holds a single bubble indefinitely until another toggle signal arrives at the inlet

T junction. Though the incoming bubbles are much longer than the Rayleigh-Plateau

criteria for breakup (1/rw > 1 where 1 is length of the bubble and w is the width) at a T

junction[18], presence of a bubble in the flip-flop ensures the bubble travels to a single lobe

without breakup (see bifurcation diagram Fig. S1B). The interconnecting channel allows

flow between the two lobes, necessary to dislodge a trapped bubble once a toggle bubble

arrives. The repeatability of this device is demonstrated via plotting a signal trace for the



device for a period of 12 seconds (Fig. S1C). Bistability also allows us to construct sequential

circuits including counters and memory arrays. We demonstrate a two-bit cascaded ripple

counter by connecting toggle flip-flops in series (Fig. 3-2 H).

3.6 On-demand bubble generator

To provide an electronic interface to bubble logic devices we developed a thermal electro-

bubble modulator (Fig. 3-3) capable of generating bubbles on demand synchronized to an

electric pulse. Methods for high-frequency continuous production of mono-disperse mi-

cro bubbles and droplets in microfluidic devices have been extensively studied [23, 9, 26].

Electro-generation of on-demand single aqueous droplets[13] requires high on-chip electric

fields of the order of ~lkV. Our thermal electro-bubble generator uses an integrated micro-

heater and modified flow-focusing geometry (Fig. 3-3), operating at low voltages (21V).

For the case of pressure-driven flow (Fig. 3-3 A), a static force balance exists at the air-

water interface with the pressure force being balanced by capillary and viscous stresses at

the interface. This static balance can be written as AP + Tv = Ca-1 k[26] where AP is

the difference in pressure, Tv is the viscous stress, k represents the mean curvature, and

Ca = piU/a is the Capillary number. An applied temperature pulse reduces the surface

tension a at the air-water interface. This lowers the curvature force and the pressure dif-

ferential across the interface, allowing a gas filament to penetrate the liquid (Fig. 3-3 D),

which breaks to form a single bubble (Fig. 3-3 E).

3.7 Cascadability and feedback

Usefulness of any logic family depends on cascadability to implement an arbitrary Boolean

logic function as a sequence of logic gates. For implementation of a complex close-loop

control, feedback is necessary. To show cascading and feedback we demonstrate a tunable

microfluidic ring oscillator (Fig. 3-4A-B), as is common for characterization of any new logic

family. The oscillator consists of three identical AND gates connected via three identical
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Figure 3-2: Bistability (A) Toggle flip-flop with one bit memory. The device stores a bubble

(A) indefinitely against a constant flow ( Q = 0.25 il/sec water with 2% w/w Tween 20

, driven by a syringe pump, Kent Scientific) in an energy well until a toggle signal arrives

(B). The stored bubble is released from the trap while the arriving bubble is simultaneously

captured in the opposing lobe, hence toggling the state of the device (C-F). The switching

time for the device is 8ms with an update rate of 30 Hz. The capillary number Ca for

given flow rate is 0.013. The device consists of a planar geometry (channel height 70 pm)

with two lobes (200 pm wide, 300 pm long) connected via a pressure feedback channel (50

pm wide, 50 pm long) and a T junction at inlet and outlet (50 lpm wide). Scale bar 100

pm. (B) Change in free surface energy of the bubble[l] depicting two energy minimas for

a single flip-flop event. A toggle signal arrives from the right with an elongated shape with

higher surface energy (solid line) while the bubble stored in the device occupies a lower

energy state (dashed line). As the toggle bubble expands to find its minimum energy state

in the upper lobe, pressure from the feedback and the input channel increases pushing the

stored bubble into an elongated higher energy state into the outlet channel (dashed lines).

This further stabilizes the toggle bubble by re-routing flow through the empty lobe. (C)

Toggle flip-flops can be cascaded to build a ripple counter which updates its state on every

1 to 0 transition.
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Figure 3-3: (A-F) Programmable on-demand electro-thermal bubble generator. The device

consists of a 50 pm wide platinum micro-heater (R = 950, 200 nm thick platinum) followed

by a 2 pm silicon dioxide dielectric barrier. The heater is embedded below a modified,

planar flow focusing geometry (channel height 70 pm, gas inlet orifice 70 pm with a 400

pm expansion before the orifice) which pins the air-water interface making it stable. The

device is driven by a constant flow Q = 0.83 pil/sec of water (with 2% w/w Tween 20) and a

constant pressure supply Po = 5psi of nitrogen. Series of photomicrographs depict a single

bubble generated at a frequency of 1 Hz. Scale bar is 100 pm. A 21V DC electric pulse is

applied to the micro-heater in the first 100 ms of the sequence resulting in a growth period

of the meniscus (A and C). Temperature induced change in surface tension of water lowers

the capillary force allowing a gas filament to penetrate the water (D). The narrow entrained

filament (E) breaks into a single drop via flow focusing [9]. The filament retracts back very

quickly due to sharp curvature at the tip (E) and the interface is stabilized again (F). Total

time duration of the breakup process followed by a relaxation period is 25 ms.
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delay lines in a ring structure (Fig. 3-4 A). Constant frequency T junction bubble generators

act as inputs to the the ring oscillator providing a constant stream of bubbles. A bubble

propagating from the ring delay line (Fig. 3-4 A, white arrow), increases the resistance of

the outgoing channel when it arrives at one of the three AND gates. This generating a

pressure pulse which launches another bubble in the delay line as a response. Cascaded

switching of three AND gates in a ring structure achieves the function of an oscillator.

The oscillation frequency of this device can be written as f oc 1/[3(l/v + rd)] where f is

the oscillator frequency, I is the length of delay line, v is the mean velocity of the bubble

traveling in the delay line and Td is the propagation delay of the AND gate. The frequency

of oscillations can be tuned, which is shown experimentally by increasing the flow rate of

the continuos phase (Fig. 3-4 B).

For digital systems, where information is encoded in a timed sequence of bits, ability to

synchronize two independent data streams is important for scalability. In an analogous

manner, arrival time of a bubble at a logic gate governs the behavior of a bubble logic device.

We demonstrate synchronization of two independently generated input bubble streams via a

passive fluidic geometry. Such a timing restoration is also critical for on-chip passive droplet

coalescence, which require two drops to arrive at a junction in a synchronized manner. We

achieve timing restoration via a planar fluidic resistance ladder network. The geometry

(Fig. 3-4C) includes inter-connecting fluid channels (continuous phase flow resistance r)

between two data carrying channels (continuous phase flow resistance R, where r > R (Fig.

S2A-B)). A single bubble traversing the ladder geometry is slowed down due to presence

of an alternate path (via inter-connecting channels) for the fluid behind the bubble. The

total drop in velocity scales with number of inter-connecting channels. When both bubbles

are present in the network simultaneously, inter-connecting channels between the two drops

allow for net flow from channel with the leading bubble to the one with the lagging bubble.

This relative velocity gradient allows for synchronization (Fig. S2C-D). Once the bubbles

are synchronized in the network, the bubble configuration is symmetric and hence both

bubbles travel at the same velocity in a synchronized manner.
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Figure 3-4: Feedback, cascadability and synchronization (A) Three AND gates are con-

nected in a ring configuration via three delay lines to form a ring oscillator depicting feed-

back and cascadability. Three input ports are driven by T junction bubble generators with

a constant flow (water 2% w/w Tween 20) from syringe pumps (Kent Scientific) and a

constant pressure nitrogen line. A bubble in the delay line arrives at an AND gate caus-

ing a sharp increase in the outflow resistance of the gate and hence resulting in a release

of another bubble in the delay line. White arrow in each frame marks bubbles traversing

counter-clockwise in the ring. The frequency of oscillation for the device operated at Q

= 0.5 pil/sec, Po = 0.8psi is 7.9 Hz. The propagation delay for the AND gate is ~10ms

at a flow rate of Q = 0.5 pl/sec. The Ca number for the device is 0.03. Scale bar 100

pm. (B) Dependence of the oscillation frequency on the flow rate Q, with a linear fit to

the data. (C) A passive bubble synchronizer for timing restoration. The planar device

(channel height 70 pm) consists of a fluidic ladder network with two (50 pm wide) parallel

channels with equal flow (driven by constant flow syringe pump, Kent Scientific) and 10

interconnected channels (25 pm wide, 100 pm long, 75 pm pitch). A timing restoration of

, 10 ms is achieved between two arriving bubbles over a span of - 40 ms at a flow rate of

Q = 0.5 pl/sec.
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3.8 Conclusion

The device physics for bubble logic is governed by physical fluid dynamics of bubbles in

static microchannel geometries with no moving parts. Thus bubble logic chips can be

fabricated in a wide variety of materials including silicon and glass, allowing us to port

reaction chemistries unsuitable for PDMS channels. Bubble logic devices operate at low

Reynolds and Capillary numbers where surface tension and viscous forces are dominant

compared to inertial forces, thus further reduction in size is feasible with faster switching

times. The device mechanisms do not depend on non-Newtonian fluid properties, hence

matching dimensionless flow parameters will allow bubble logic circuits to be designed using

different fluids, eg. water droplets in oil and oil droplets in water.

The universal logic gates, toggle flip-flop, ripple counter, synchronizer, ring oscillator and

electro-bubble modulator presented in this paper exhibit nonlinearity, bistability, gain, syn-

chronization, cascading, feedback and signal encoding. Having shown the required prop-

erties of a scalable logic family, they can be used to create complex microfluidic circuits

capable of performing arbitrary fluid process control and computation in an integrated

fashion. This can reduce the size, cost and complexity of current microfluidic platforms,

and make possible the development of very large scale microfluidic reactors for use in ar-

eas including combinatorial chemistry and drug discovery. Long term measurements on

droplets in segmented flow micro-reactors require a programmable bistable trap for holding

drops for arbitrary periods of time. Toggle flip-flop gate presented here can be used as a

passive, reusable trap for the same. Bubble synchronizer presented here can also be used

to passively remove any skew in arrival timings of droplets at a junction, necessary for on-

chip droplet coalescence. The ability to generate bubbles on demand provides a mechanism

to encode information and thus program microfluidic bubble circuits. These bubble logic

processors, where a bit of information can also carry a chemical payload, merge chemistry

and computation.
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Chapter 4

Device Design Principles

4.1 Introduction

Droplet microfluidics as a field has grown tremendously in the last few years. A significant

amount of work has been done on continuous generation of droplets at high frequencies.

Thus the common design for droplet or multi-phase microfluidic device consists of a droplet

generator followed by a linear channel and a point of observation in the channel. For

a lab-on-chip device to be truly universal and handle a variety of reactions (like multi-

step reactions, in-built selection criteria, routing and so forth), complex droplet processing

operations are necessary. In the previous chapter we have proposed a family of modular

devices which can be put together to form more complex droplet processing units. We also

show that the set of devices can perform universal computation, thus any fluidic droplet

processing circuit can be fabricated from a limited set of units.

In this chapter we cover in further details device design principles and reduced order mod-

els for devices described previously. We first review a droplet junction device, proposed

and implemented by Ajdari et. al [2]. Further, we describe simple models for evaluating

operating conditions for numerous devices proposed in our work.
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Figure 4-1: Schematic and reduced model representation of a spit channel junction and

split channel junction with a bypass channel. The effective resistance is depicted to show

the variation and non-linear behavior of the channel network as droplets pass through the

same. The device shows a memory effect, where the past history of the droplets determine

the future of the droplet arriving at the junction. Figure adapted from Ajdari et. al. [2]

4.2 Droplets at a junction and bypass channels

Ajdari et. al[2] considered a simple droplet circuit; a channel splitting into two units.

Due to the discreet nature of droplets in such a geometry, a binary decision is made by

droplets arriving at such a junction at low Capillary numbers (Ca < 10-2). Furthermore,

the distribution of droplets in such a setting is primarily governed by the history of the

device, that is distribution of droplets in the two split-lines govern the fate of the droplet

just arriving at the junction point. Thus a dynamic memory like behavior is exhibited by

the device. For numerous applications (for e.g. fan-out or a binary distribution network)

it is desired that droplets be equally split amongst the output ports (equal in number).

This behavior is not supported by a simple symmetric junction geometry that exhibits a

dynamic (and fairly random at individual droplet level) behavior.

Ajdari et. al. proposed a simple bypass junction between the two output channels, providing

a pressure communication channel between the two outlets. The operating mechanism -

using the bypass channel - ensures that once a droplet enters one junction, the flow rate of

I
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the second junction is higher and hence the second droplet is shuttled towards the second

branch. This provides a passive means to distribute droplets in a junction geometry equally

and in an alternative sequence. This can be quantitatively represented in a reduced order

model for a geometry with and without the bypass channel following Ajdari et al. [2]. For

input flow rate Q(t) dividing into Q1 (t) and Q2(t) = Q(t) - Qi(t) and outlet pressure at

both ends being equal, i.e. Pi = P2

Q1 (t- 2 (R )(t) (4.1)Q (=R1 + R1

where R'(t) = R9 + ni(t)6r, where ni is the number of droplets in a given channel and 3r

is the increase in flow resistance due to a droplet in a channel. The junction to which an

arriving droplet travels is given by the sign of Qi - Q2 which is dependent on R' - R and

hence on the history of droplets which are in the two branches. Once a bypass junction is

included in this simple model, and for Rbp << R1, R 2 we have

Q1 - Q2 - (r2 + ) 2 - 1 Rbp R 2 - R1 2(P 2 - P) (42)

Q rl + r2 + Rbp r2 + r1 ri + r2 + Rbp + R2 Q(R1 + R 2 )

Thus sign of Qi - Q2 is sensitive to r2 - rl and insensitive to R 2 - R 1. Hence the droplets

follow the alternate route where r2 and rl alternate in value because of the direction the

droplet previous to the one at the junction takes. This design was built and tested for this

parameter regime by Ajdari et. al. [2].

4.3 Microfluidic Logic Gates - AND/NOT gate

Here we consider the AND/NOT Boolean logic gate implemented in two-phase microfluidic

circuits. Since "Bubble Logic" is a conservative logic scheme, bits can not be created or

destroyed in the channels at will (which is the case for electronic logic schemes). Thus any

non-conservative logic gate, for e.g. a AND gate needs to be integrated with another gate

to suffice for conservative property of the bits. This also provides multiple logic operations

in a single step performed in a gate, outputs of which can be utilized individually.
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Figure 4-2: Schematic representation of AND/NOT gate geometry. Reduced order model of

the logic gate is developed using non-linear resistor network represented as Ri for hydraulic

resistance of a channel, Qi for flow rate in a channel and Po for outlet pressure. Schematic

representation of the truth table for NOT(A).B and A.B is shown below.

Here we consider a reduced order model of the AND/NOT gate geometry presented in the

previous chapter, and consider the dependence of channel geometries to gate performance.

The device consists of two inlet ports and three outlet ports. With inlet ports marked

A and B with constant input flow rate Q and outlet ports marked with NOT(A).B and

A.B at a constant pressure given by Po. The device consists of an asymmetric T junction

(marked with dash-dot in figure 4-2) with different hydraulic resistance R 1 and R 2 where

R 1 > R 2. Furthermore, an inlet port joins the T junction dumping a controlled fluid flow

Q' (marked with dash lines in fig 4-2) at one of the outputs of the T junction. The device is

thus characterized by hydraulic resistance R 1, R 2, R3 for bottom T junction and Ri, Rd, Ro

for the top inlet. The schematic below shows the two cases where A = 1 and A = 0, as it

evolves over time t. For the asymmetric T junction, the following conditions must be met

during device operation; Case 1) for A = 1, i.e. Q' < Qcit

(4.3)Q2 > 0.5Q

Case 2) for A = 0, i.e. Q' > Qcrit

Q2 < 0.5Q (4.4)



From Kirchhoff's laws for circuit geometry in figure 4-2

R 1Q - R3 Q'
Q2 = [ R (4.5)

R1 + R2 + R3

or

Q2 R 1 - R 3Q'/Q (4.6)
Q R1 + R2 + R 3

Normalizing with respect to R3 , we obtain the following condition that needs to be satisfied

by the network for A = 1
2Q'

R1- R2 > ( + 1) (4.7)

We now consider the top inlet flow geometry with bypass channel width wd and inlet channel

width w and height of all channels defined as b. A droplet or a bubble entering the channel

from inlet marked A, reduces the inlet flow Q' entering the asymmetric T junction for a

short duration of time (the time it takes to pass the droplet through top channel). This

results in Q' dropping below the Qcritical (defined above), thus turning the gate ON for

A = 1. When no droplet or bubble is present in inlet channel marked A, the logic gate is

OFF with Q' > Qcritical. For top geometry (marked with dashed lines in figure 4-2) with

inlet resistance Ri, outlet resistance Ro and resistance of bypass channel Rd, we can write

the following pressure balance equations (for duration of time a droplet blocks the junction)

Qo = Q - Q'  (4.8)

1 1 1 1
Pd + RdQ' + 7[ + -] = Po + RoQo + 7[ + -] (4.9)

b w d  b w

Replacing for Qo and assuming P0 = 0, we obtain

1 1
Pd = Ro(Q - Q') - RdQ'+ 7[- -] (4.10)

W Wd

Connecting the top and bottom parts by equating the pressure and net flow through the

bypass junction, we can evaluate the value of Pd as

Pd = Q[(R1 + R 2 )(R 1 - R 3Q'/Q) _
Pd = - R1] (4.11)
(R1 + R )



Thus solving for Q' and Q2

I (Ri + R 2)R 1Q, = [Ro - Ri - ]Q + 7[ ] (4.12)
R (R1 + R2 R3) W Wd

where R = (Rd + Ro) + R 3(R 1 + R 2)/(R 1 + R3). Thus for A = 1 (bubble or a droplet in

inlet channel A), we obtain

Q < (R 1 - R2 - R 3) (4.13)
2R 3

Simplifying with R1 >> R2 and R1 >> R 3 , we obtain

Q2 - Q1 Rd + 5R3 Ro(R 1 - 2R 3) 1 1 (4.14)
= [ ]+[ ]+ ] (4.14)Q Rd+ Ro + R3 Ri(R + Ro + R3) Qw Wd

where the sign for (Q2 - Q1)/Q is sensitive to Ro(R 1 - 2R 3)/R 1 (Rd+ Ro + R 3) and w - Wd.

4.4 Bistable one-bit memory

A significant research effort in the field of droplet microfluidics has been devoted to high

frequency generation of fluid micro-drops and bubbles in microfluidic geometries. Several

groups have reported generation of continuous streams of droplets and bubbles at frequen-

cies as high as 10 kHz. For any bio-chemical analysis on chip, production of fluid particles

is followed by in-line measurement for characterization of processes being studied. For e.g.

single cell analysis studies require in-line fluorescence measurement from individual droplets

produced at high frequencies. Since these measurements are made on moving droplets, only

a small time window for measurement (t - d/v) is present; where d is length of the drop

and v is velocity of the moving droplet. For high frequency droplet generation, this time is

usually of the order of several ~ ms. Since measurement time window usually is directly

correlated to analytical techniques employed and sensitivity of the process; a variable mea-

suring slot is required. The bistable one-bit memory unit presented here provides such a

device that allows for storage of a droplet or a bubble for a programmable duration of time-

from milliseconds to several minutes.

Bistable one-bit memory (toggle flip-flop) presented in previous chapter provides a pro-
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Figure 4-3: (A) Schematic of a bistable one-bit memory unit implemented in microfluidic

bubble logic. The device is designed to store an arriving droplet until a toggle signal is

applied to the inlet line. The maximum flow rate that can be applied to the device is given

by Qmax. (B) A reduced order model for the device with a resistive network model is shown

in schematic.

grammable one-bit of storage. The state of the device is represented as presence or absence

of a bubble in upper or lower storage chamber (see figure 4-3). A droplet is stored until a

toggle signal is applied to the device. Arrival of another droplet unlatches the stored unit

while capturing the arriving droplet. Thus the state of the memory unit is flipped, until the

next toggle signal. Figure above 4-3 shows a reduced order model of the device as a resistive

network. The device consists of a single inlet and a single outlet, with a feedback bypass

channel connecting the two storage units. When a single droplet is stored in the device

geometry; flow resistance through the branch with a captured drop increases significantly.

Thus almost entire flow Q is routed through an alternate branch. For a liquid-liquid surface

tension y and geometry described in figure 4-3 we can write the maximum clogging pressure

for the droplet
1 1

Pcdogging = [ ] (4.15)
Wd W

given by the difference in curvature pressure due to squeezing of the droplet in a narrowing

geometry.

Q 1



Pressure P1 and P2 at the two ports marked in figure 4-3 is given by

P1 = (R' + 2R + Ro)Q (4.16)

and

P2 = (R'+ R + Ro)Q (4.17)

Thus the condition for maximum flow rate Qmax for which the stored droplet is stable is

given by

a [ - ] (4.18)
2R' + 3R + 2Ro Wd W

Figure 4-4 also depicts the bifurcation diagram for one-bit flip-flop operated with varying

volume or size of inlet bubble. The experiment consists of increasing the volume fraction

of the bubble keeping a constant flow rate as input to the device. We plot the difference

in volume of the output from the two storage compartments as a function of dimensionless

size of the bubble, and find a bifurcation that occurs at a critical size of the input bubble.

Thus bubbles smaller than the critical size R,,it given size split into two sub-units while

bubbles larger than Rrit are stored in the flip-flop. Figure 4-4 C depicts a trace record

of toggle and state of the flip-flop (blue and red curve). Furthermore, device operation is

independent of the arrival frequency of the toggle signal.

4.5 Synchronization in microfluidic circuits

This part of the current chapter also appeared as a short paper titled "Synchronization in

microfluidic circuits, Prakash and Gershenfeld, Proceedings of MicroTAS Oct 2007".

4.5.1 Abstract

In [4] we introduced Bubble logic, a new digital logic family implemented in two-phase

microfluidics capable of universal computation. Bubble logic brings the logic, control and
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Figure 4-4: (A) Surface energy plot for a single bubble traversing the toggle flip-flop geome-

try vs. time. The large minima in the middle refers to the minimum energy well formed at

the two lobes. (B) Bifurcation diagram for the toggle flip-flop geometry depicting a sudden

transition from bubble breakup to the onset of bistablity. Plot of difference in bubble volume

in the two lobes (volume partition of the bubble) is plotted against non-dimensional size of

input bubble. All input bubbles considered in the dataset are longer than Rayleigh-Plateau

breakup criteria for a T junction (1/w > ir, 1 is length and w is width of the bubble). The

bifurcation from equal bubble breakup to bistable mode occurs sharply. (C) To verify re-

peatability and stability of toggle flip-flop mechanism, a 12 second signal trace was recorded

as light intensity. The device also showed nodependence on arrival frequency of bubbles at

a junction.
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actuation of drops and bubbles on-chip, so bits can simultaneously represent and manipulate

materials and information. For error correction in microfluidic circuits we introduced a novel

ladder network geometry for passive synchronization of bubbles and drops. In this paper we

quantify both experimentally and theoretically the performance of this timing restoration

device. Our passive synchronization scheme provides a simple, scalable error correction

mechanism for multiphase didgital microfluidic systems, with applications in microfluidic

logic [4], droplet coalescence [1] and large scale integrated microfluidics.

4.5.2 Introduction

Current microfluidic technologies show a great promise to revolutionize analytical chemistry

and biology, but still rely on lab full of external plumbing, valves and computers to operate.

Very large scale integrated (VLSI) microfluidics requires scalable, on-chip control mecha-

nisms for complex routing, storage and processing of reactants on a chip[3]. To this end, we

introduced a digital Boolean logic family; Bubble Logic [4], which provides a modular pro-

cess control mechanism for multi-phase microfluidic systems. Bubble logic uses nonlinear

hydrodynamic interactions between bubbles flowing in microfluidic geometries to perform

complex control operations for e.g. storage, counting etc., without any external macro scale

elements like solenoids. For large scale error-free operation of bubble logic, timing errors

between different bubble generators need to be corrected. Numerous authors have also re-

ported the need for droplets to arrive in a synchronous manner [2] for error-free, on-chip

droplet coalescence. Here we present experimental data and a lumped element non-linear

resistor network model of our design, which passively synchronizes bubbles travelling in two

microfluidic channels with no external control.

4.5.3 Microfluidic Ladder Network synchronizer (LNS)

Design of a LNS (Figure 4-5(A)) consists of two planar microfluidic channels (width=w2,

height=h) with two inlet ports marked 1 and 2 and two outlet ports marked 3 and 4,

interconnected by a number of higher resistance flow channels (length L, width = w3).



Figure 4-5: (A) Schematic of synchronization geometry. Bubbles are introduced into the

channels at a constant frequency from left to right using a flow-focusing bubble generator

operating at a constant flow-rate. (B) Passive synchronization of bubbles in top and bottom

channels (width=100tm) with interconnected channels (K=10, width=50pm) operating at

a constant flow rate of Qw=0.5 pl/sec. Timing restoration of 10 ms is achieved in 40 ms.

Scale bar 100 pm.
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Figure 4-6: (A) Time series of a single bubble passing through a ladder network. The bubble

slows down as it enters the inter-connected segment. Oscillations in the bubble velocity can

be seen whenever the bubble crosses the interconnected vertical channel. (B) Dynamics of

continuous synchronization at 5Hz. (C) Plot of experimental data of distance between the

two bubbles vs time with an exponential fit. Inset depicts a log linear plot of decreasing

distance with time.

Bubbles travel from left to right in the device geometry forced by a constant flow of continous

phase from the inlet ports. The device operates on the principle of hydrodynamic coupling

of flow as bubbles travel in the horizontal channels. The device operates passively with no

external control and has no moving parts. This allows fabrication of the device in a large

number of material sets, compatible with microfluidic processing.

A single bubble entering the synchronizer is slowed down as it travls from left to right. This

is due to increase in fluidic resistance of the horizontal channel due to presence of a bubble

and existence of an alternate low resistance path for the fluid behind the bubble. Due to

N ik .
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the discrete nature of the synchronizer geometry, bubble velocity oscillates as it passes over

the interconnected channels. When two bubbles enter the geometry with a time delay 7,

a net flow from the channel with leading bubble to the one with lagging bubble, creates

a relative velocity gradient synchronizing the two bubbles. The operation of the device is

depicted in a time series of micrographs in figure 4-5(B).

4.5.4 Results and Discussion

Figure 4-6 and 4-10 show synchronization dynamics of bubbles in a LNS device. Figure

4-6(A) shows a time trace obtained by high speed imaging (Phantom v4, 1000 fps) of a

single nitrogen bubble in water (2 % Tween 20 wt.) travelling through the LNS geometry.

The slope of the trajectory (bubble velocity) is constant in the three zones marked by

dashed lines. The bubble velocity is reduced as it traverses the inter-connected channels.

Periodic oscillations in bubble velocity are evident due to discrete resistive elements present

in device. The device can operate in a continuous fashion, as shown in Figure 4-6(B) with

LNS operating at 5Hz. Figure 4-6(C) shows a plot of horizontal distance between the two

bubbles reducing with time, with an exponential fit to the data (dashed line). Inset depicts

a log-linear plot of distance with time.

Consider a ladder network with two inputs and two outlet channels. The network is driven

by a constant flow Q with constant pressure Po at the outlet channel. Parallel channels are

marked with resistance RAi and RBi, and Ri for bypass channels. For the results presented,

we consider RAi = RBi = R and Ri = r. The resistance due to a bubble in a channel is

given by Rb. Normalizing flow resistance with respect to R; we obtain f = r/R, Rb = Rb/R.

The length of inlet and outlet segments is given by L 1 while the pitch of interconnecting

channels is defined as L2 (see figure 4-7). N depicts the number of bypass channels in the

network. For any non-linear ladder network, the following set of equations are satisfied at

the nodes
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Figure 4-7: Schematic of a 4-bar ladder network for bubble synchronization, driven by

constant flow Q at the inlet and constant pressure Po at the outlet. The plot shows a time

vs. distance plot for the 4-bar ladder network with f = 8, Rb = 4, L 2 = 1/4L1.

IRAj - IRBj = r/R(iR+1 - iRj) (4.19)

IRAj - IRAj_j = iRj (4.20)

IRB j - IRB_ 1 = -iR, (4.21)

IRAj = IRAj_3  + 2R/rSj- (4.22)

IRA 3 = 2 R + RA 1 - IRAj2 (4.23)
r

Si-1 = aIRAj_1 (4.24)

First, we consider a single bubble/droplet traversing a ladder network geometry. Analyti-

cally solving for flow-rate in channels containing the bubble for a N = 4 channel network,
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we obtain

Q4 + 20f3 + 60f 2 + 56f + 16
Q1 = Q1/Q = [ ] (4.25)

f + 19f3 + 48f 2 + 36f + 8 + f 3Rb + 20fRb + 8Rb

for bubble in first segment of the ladder, i.e. RA2 = Rb. Similarly, 2, 3 and 4 can be

evaluated. Figure 4-7 depicts time/flow-rate vs. distance plot (t/Q vs L) for a single

bubble traversing the flow geometry for the following range of resistance values, f = 8, Rb =

4, L2 = 1/4L 1. The velocity of the bubble is evaluated from analytical expression for Qi

given above.

Figure 4-10(A) shows a resistor network model of the device. Spice simulations of the

geometry depict variation of relative velocity of bubble in upper channel with respect to

lower channel for all possible states of the device (M,N), where M and N are the location

of bubbles in the two channels at any given instant of time.

In conclusion, we have presented a novel microfluidic device for completely passive synchro-

nization of bubbles in microfluidic networks. The scheme can also be used to synchronize

droplets in microfluidic networks for coalescence and error-correction in microfluidic logic.

4.6 Design Tools

Integrated Computer Aided Design (CAD) tools for design, analysis and simulation of

electronic circuits played a significant role in overwhelming success of the micro-electronics

industry. The capability to design and analyze microelectronic systems before any effort

is made on device fabrication allowed advances in circuit complexity, standardization of

components and widespread training of circuit designers.

Current design and analysis tools for microfluidics are far from mature. Furthermore the

problem is significantly amplified due to lack of any standardization in components. In-

tegrated design tools for microfluidics should be able to at-least deliver on the following

fronts: parametric layout capabilities with inbuilt part libraries, automated routing given

device constraints, automated check for device design rules, conversion of design layout into
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Figure 4-8: Variation of traversal velocity of a single bubbles in a ladder network character-

ized based on the dimensionless resistance of the bypass channels f = r/R where R is the

resistance of the horizontal channels, L is the length of the inlet and outlet channels and x

is the distance travelled by the droplet from the start of the network. As can be observed,
for large values of f > 20, the effect of the ladder network to the bubble velocity reduces

drastically. For f - oc, the bypass connections can be assumed to be non-existent.
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Figure 4-9: Effect of Rb and r/R on a single bubble traveling through a ladder network. As

can be seen, high values of Rb/R slows down the bubble significantly. For large values of

r/R, the ladder network is ineffective in slowing down a bubble.
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Figure 4-10: (A) Resistor network model of a synchronizer implemented with time varying

non-linear resistors. The state of the system can be completely defined by three independent

parameters; Q (inlet flow-rate), N and M (location of bubble in upper and lower channel).

(B) Spice simulation of the resistor network model for all possible states of the LNS (Rb =
50R). As is evident; relative velocity of bubble in upper channel (at M) with respect to

velocity of bubble in lower channel (at N) is positive for M > N negative for M < N;

resulting in synchronization of the bubbles. For values M = N, the relative velocity (speed

of separation, Au = 0).
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Figure 4-11: Schematic description of design and simulation tools for microfluidics similar to

SPICE. A given set of fluidic channel geometries re converted to non-linear resistor network

models that in turn are modeled using reduced order models for constitutive parts. A

library of parts is maintained that can be called in the design tool for modular design.

circuit-level net-lists and real-time simulation of circuit characteristics. Here I list my efforts

in development of an integrated environment for microfluidic circuit layout and analysis.

The platform was developed on top of a open-source circuit layout tool EAGLE. Open

source SPICE tools were integrated with the layout software and reduced order models for

basic components were developed. A library for all parts with version control was developed

which allows for easy plug-and-play design of complex circuits from basic elements. The

basic components of the tool are outlined in the figure 4-11. Future work on the design

tool will include integrating layout and analysis tool with automated routing scripts and

further expansion of parts library. Several data sheets were developed for parts already

characterized. Development of extensive data sheets for basic components will further help

in standardization of parts and usage by non-experts.
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4.7 Appendix: Symbolic evaluation of resistance networks

Mathematica source code for modeling 4-node ladder network

with analytical solution

v["RAI", "2"] = v["unnamed_netl"];

v["Rl", "2"] = v["unnamed_netl"];
v["RA2", "11111"] = v["unnamed_neti"];

v["RBi", "2"] = v["unnamed_net2"];
v["Rl", "i"] = v["unnamed_net2"];

v["RB2", "1"] = v["unnamed_net2"];

v["RA2", "2"] = v["unnamed_net3"];
v["R2", "2"] = v["unnamed_net3"];
v["RA3", "1"] = v["unnamed_net3"];

v["RB2", "2"] = v["unnamed_net4"];
v["R2", "1"] = v["unnamed_net4"] ;
v["RB3", "i"] = v["unnamed_net4"];
v["RA3", "2"] = v["unnamed_net5"];
v["R3", "2"] = v["unnamednet5"];
v["RA4", "1"] = v["unnamed_net5"];

v["RB3", "2"] = v["unnamed_net6"];
v["R3", "1"] = v["unnamed_net6"] ;

v["RB4", "1"] = v["unnamed_net6"];
v["RA4", "2"] = v["unnamed_net7"];
v["R4", "2"] = v["unnamed_net7"];
v["RA5", "1"] = v["unnamed_net7"];
v["RB4", "2"] = v["unnamed_net8"];
v["R4", "1"] = v["unnamed_net8"] ;

v["RB5", "1"] = v["unnamed_net8"];
v["inl", "1"] = v["unnamed_net9"];

v["in2", "1"] = v["unnamed_netlO"];
v["RAl", "1"] = v["unnamed_net9"];

v["RBi", "1"] = v["unnamed_netlO"];
v["RA5", "2"] = v["GND"];
v["RB5", "2"] = v["GND"];
nodeEquations =

i ["RA", "2"]
i ["RB11", "2"]

i ["RA2", "2"]

i ["RB2", "2"]1
i["RA3", "2"]

i ["RB3", "2"]

i["RA4", "2"]

i ["RB4", "2"]1

i["inl", "1"]

i["in2" "1"]

i["inl" "1"]

i ["in2" "i"

+ i["Rl", "2"] + i["RA2",

+ i["Rl", "1"] + i["RB2",

+ i ["R2", "2"] + i ["RA3",

+ i["R2", "1"] + i["RB3",
+ i ["R3", "2"] + i ["RA4",
+ i ["R3", "1"] + i ["RB4",
+ i["R4", "2"] + i["RA5",

+ i["R4", "1i"1 + i["RB5",
+ i["RAI", "1"] == 0,
+ i["RBi", "1"] == 0,
== in,
== in};

modelEquations = {
resistor[value -> R] ["RAi"] ,

"1"]

"1"]
"1"]
"1"]
"1"]
"1"]
"1"]
"1"]



resistor[value -> Rb] ["RA2"],

resistor[value -> R] ["RA3"],

resistor [value -> R] ["RA4"] ,

resistor[value -> R] ["RA5"] ,

resistor [value -> R] ["RB"] ,

resistor[value -> R] ["RB2"] ,

resistor [value -> R] ["RB3"] ,

resistor[value -> R] ["RB4"] ,

resistor [value -> R] ["RB5" ,

resistor[value -> r] ["Ri"] ,

resistor[value -> r] ["R2"],
resistor[value -> r] ["R3"],

resistor[value -> r] ["R4"]

};
variables = {

v ["unnamed_netI "],
v ["unnamed_net2"],
v["unnamed_net3"],
v ["unnamed_net4"] ,
v ["unnamed net5"] ,
v ["unnamed_net6"],

v["unnamed_net7"],

v ["unnamed_net8"] ,
v["unnamed_net9"],

v["unnamed_netlO"],

I ["RAII", "II1"]

i["RAI", "2"],
i ["RA2", "1"],

i["RA2", "2"],
i ["RA3", "1"],
i["RA3", "2"],
i ["RA4", "1"] ,
i ["RA411", "2"]
i ["RA5", "1"],
i["RA5", "2"],
i ["RB", "1"],
i ["Ri", "2"],
i ["RB2", "1"],

i ["RB211) 112111"],
i ["RB311", " "1111,
i ["RB311" "2"111,
i ["RB4" "i"]
i ["RB4", "2111"]

i "RB5", "1"],
i["RB5", "2"],
i ["Ri"5 "1ij"],

i["Ri", 11"2"11],

i ["IR2"11, "111"] ,
il["R2"11, 11"2"11,

i ["R3"11, 11111"],
i ["R3", "2"111,



i ["R4", "1"] ,
i["R4", "21"],
i["inl", "1"],
i ["in2", "i"]
};
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Chapter 5

Unidirectional superhydrophobic

surfaces

Based on an article under review titled "Propulsion by Directional Adhesion", Bush JWM,

Prakash M, submitted Sept. 2007.

5.1 Abstract

The water-proofing strategies of plants [25, 18] and insects [5, 26, 30] have provided impor-

tant guidance in the development of superhydrophobic surfaces [12, 28, 11] that are finding

myriad industrial applications owing to their ability to resist corrosion, reduce drag and

self-clean[9, 19, 4, 16]. The rough integument of water-walking arthropods is well known to

be responsible for their water-repellency [5, 1, 23, 13, 10]; however, water-repellent surfaces

generally experience reduced traction at an air-water interface [19, 4, 16]. A conundrum

then arises as to how such creatures generate propulsive forces while retaining their water-

repellency; we here show that they do so by virtue of the distinct topology of their piliferous

integument. New microscopic imaging of the interaction of arthropod cuticle and the wa-

ter surface reveals that the principle propulsive forces correspond to contact forces acting

through individual hairs on the driving legs. Direct force measurements reveal that the
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piliferous surface renders these adhesive forces directionally anisotropic: by virtue of the

coherent tilted hair geometry, the force resisting relative motion between the fluid and cu-

ticle is greatest for motion perpendicular to the leg. We make the key observation that the

individual hairs bend in response to the capillary forces applied by the free surface, thus

rendering the cuticle unidirectional: fluid glides with greatest ease towards the leg tips.

These new measurements of unidirectional adhesion on the cuticle make clear its critical

dynamic role, yielding new insight into the manner in which water-walking arthropods gen-

erate thrust, detach from and glide along the free surface. Furthermore, our study provides

new rationale for the fundamental topological difference in the roughness on plants and

water-walking arthropods, and suggests new directions for the design and fabrication of

unidirectional superhydrophobic surfaces.

5.2 Introduction

The dynamics of water-walking insects and spiders has received considerable recent attention

[24, 2, 20], in part because it touches on the burgeoning field of dynamic water-repellency.

The simplest way to rationalize the propulsion of water-walking arthropods is to note that

they transfer momentum to the underlying fluid: conservation of momentum requires that

they be propelled forward [15, 2]. This physical picture is here augmented by an examination

of the direct forces acting on the creature. While it is known that most water-walking

arthropods rely predominantly on capillary forces for their propulsion [2], elucidating the

precise nature of these forces requires consideration of the micron-scale interaction of the

arthropod cuticle and air-water surface.

5.3 Contact line adhesion

When a water droplet wets a flat solid, the angle between the wetted solid surface and the

interface, the chemical contact angle 0 e is prescribed by the well-known Young's equation.

The solid is defined as hydrophilic or hydrophobic according to whether 0e is, respectively,
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Figure 5-1: Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images of the rowing leg of the water

strider (Gerris remigis). (a) The strider's legs are covered by an array of hairs tilted

towards the leg tip. (b) The hairs have characteristic length 20 pm, radius 1 pm and are

marked by longitudinal nanogrooves (c, d) roughly 400nm wide and 200nm deep [1, 13, 9].

Scale bars: a) 1 cm; b) 50 pm; c) 5 pm; d) 2.5 pm.

less than or greater than 90', and superhydrophobic if 0e > 1500. In practice, a finite range

of static contact angles may be observed [7]: static contact angles may lie anywhere in a

finite range bounded above and below by the values at which contact line motion is initiated,

specifically, the advancing and receding contact angles. An important consequence of this
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so-called contact angle hysteresis is a contact force that causes droplets to adhere to surfaces;

for example, rain drops may stick to window panes because of the difference in the contact

angles on their upper and lower edges [8]. A water-repellent surface must not only exhibit

a high contact angle, but have a sufficiently low force of adhesion that impinging water

droplets roll off rather than stick. Generating water-repellency generally requires the use of

hydrophobic, roughened surfaces, the roughness increasing the energetic cost of wetting the

solid and so discouraging fluid-solid contact [27]. When the surface is sufficiently rough, air

is trapped in the inclusions, leading to a Cassie state [3] in which apparent contact angles

are greatly increased, while contact angle hysteresis and the resulting contact forces are

drastically diminished [6].

The leaves of the lotus flower and many other plants are water-repellent by virtue of their

waxy, rough surface structure [25, 18]: hierarchical roughness often in the form of micron-

and submicron-scale bumps preserves a Cassie state. The piliferous integument of water-

walking arthropods, though topologically distinct, plays a similar role in maintaining water-

repellency and so preventing the creatures from sinking through the free surface. Critically,

its surface consists of a waxy substance that increases the chemical contact angle to 1050

[14]. While there is a wide variation between species and body part, roughness on the legs

typically takes the form of a coherent array of hairs of characteristic width 1-3pm, spacing

6 - 5 - 10tpm and length 20-50pm (see 5-1), tilted in the direction of the leg tips. The

water strider has leg hairs tilted so as to lie roughly tangent to the leg surface (see 5-1),

thereby enhancing the resistance to fluid impregnation [5]. Andersen [1] reported that the

hairs of the water strider are decorated with longitudinal, fluted grooves now known to

have characteristic width 400nm and depth 200nm [13] (5-1c,d). The importance of these

grooves in increasing the apparent contact angle of the water strider to 1670 has recently

been identified [10]; however, the dynamical significance of the linear roughness, specifically

the hair and nanogroove topology, has yet to be considered.
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Figure 5-2: Brightfield microscope images of water-walking arthropods in a non-wetting

Cassie state, captured with an inverted microscope (Zeiss LSM Pascal). a) A live Microvelia

standing on the water surface grooming its water-repellent legs. b) A closer look at one of the

supporting feet shows that contact between the cuticle and water surface arises exclusively

through pin-holes (dark spots) associated with individual hairs. c) Contact line of the leg

of a live water strider (Gerris remigis) standing on the water surface. d) Magnification of

the marked region reveals that contact between insect and fluid arises exclusively through

a single row of hairs. Scale bars: a) 1mm; b) 100 pm; c) 250 pm; d) 100 pm.

5.4 Experiments

In order for water-walking arthropods to remain water-repellent, a Cassie state must be

maintained in both static and dynamic settings. 5-2 provides the first photographic evidence

that the cuticle of both Microvelia and the water strider are in Cassie states as they move
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freely on the water surface: the contact between the insects and water arises exclusively

through the individual hairs and an air layer is trapped between the insect leg and water

surface (see Methods Summary). Maintenance of the Cassie state on a solid with roughness

of characteristic scale 6 requires that the fluid pressure not exceed the curvature pressures

a/6 generated as the fluid tries to impregnate the rough solid [22]. Balancing this curvature

pressure with the dynamic pressure, pU 2 , generated by the driving stroke or raindrop impact

yields a wetting speed U _ (o/p6)1/ 2 - 2 m/s for the geometry of strider cuticle evident in

5-1, where 6 - 10pm is the characteristic spacing between hairs. A series of experiments in

which droplets of characteristic diameter 0.5 mm were propelled towards the leg of a water

strider confirmed a wetting speed of approximately 1.5 m/s, but also indicate a strong

dependence on the location and geometry of impact, and the age and cleanliness of the

sample. We note that this wetting speed exceeds the peak leg speed of the adult water

strider (approximately 70 cm/s), but may be exceeded by the speed of incident raindrops,

which thus pose the greatest danger to water-walking arthropods in terms of wetting.

Water-walking arthropods must not only maintain their water-repellency, but propel them-

selves through their interaction with the interface. These two requirement are at odds owing

to the drag-reducing characteristics of superhydrophobic surfaces: when a rough surface in

a Cassie state advances through a fluid, the opposing viscous stresses may be substantially

reduced owing to the air layer adjoining the solid [16]. Nevertheless, these dual requirements

may be achieved with anisotropic roughness [19, 4, 16]. Choi et al. [4] examined the fluid

flow past a surface in a Cassie state sustained by microchannels of characteristic width and

depth 200nm. Drag was found to be reduced and enhanced relative to that on a smooth

surface for flow directions respectively parallel and perpendicular to the grating. Yoshimitsu

et al. [29] examined the force of adhesion that acts on water droplets suspended in a Cassie

state on tilted surfaces decorated with grooves of characteristic width 50 pm. Drops rolled

with greatest ease in the direction of the grooves and with greatest difficulty perpendicular

to them. We here demonstrate that the tilted, grooved topology of the hairs of water-

walking arthropods similarly serves to reduce the drag on legs gliding along their length,

while increasing the resistance to leg motion perpendicular to the direction of motion.
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Figure 5-3: The interaction of insect cuticle with a translating water droplet. a) For drop
motion perpendicular to the leg, severe drop deformations indicate large adhesive forces. b)
The drop moves with relative ease towards the leg tip, with little distortion of either hair
or interface. c) For motion against the grain of the tilted hairs, the interface is snagged on
the elastic hairs and drawn out into a thin sheet evident as a white triangle. d) Individual
hairs are deflected by capillary forces as the drop advances against the grain. Scale bars a)

50pm; b) 100pm; c) 100pm; d) 10pm.

5.4.1 Force measurement

Unidirectional adhesion on the driving leg of the water strider can be inferred by examining

the leg's interaction with a water droplet under a microscope (5-3). As the droplet was
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brushed against the leg, a Cassie state was maintained. In interpreting 5-3, it is important

to note that droplet deformation reflects an increase in surface energy; therefore, motions

generating the largest deformations are the most strongly resisted. For example, the severe

drop distortions generated by motion perpendicular to the leg (5-3a) indicate large adhesive

forces. Consistent with Yoshimitsu et al.'s [29] observations of directional adhesion on a

nanograting, the surface distortions indicate that the drop translates with greatest ease

parallel rather than perpendicular to the leg. Moreover, the drop advances more easily

towards the leg tip than in the opposite direction owing to the flexibility of the tilted hairs.

When the drop moves towards the leg tip (with the grain), the hairs and interface are

largely undeformed by their relative motion (5-3b). Conversely, when it moves against the

grain, the droplet interface is strongly distorted (5-3c) and advances by a series of discrete

depinning events from sharply bent hairs (5-3d). Following depinning, the interface retracts

and the hairs snap back into position.

The unidirectionality of the cuticle was quantified by direct measurement of the force exerted

by an advancing droplet using a micro-force measurement apparatus[17] that yields direct

force measurements accurate to 0.05 dynes (5-4a-c). Precise control of the distance between

droplet and leg allowed us to examine the dependence of the contact force on penetration

depth of the hair tips (5-4c). Contact forces increased monotonically with penetration depth,

indicating that water-walking arthropods may increase their propulsive force by pushing

down on the interface during their driving stroke. 5-4b illustrates the force experienced by

the driving leg as it is brushes past the droplet in directions parallel and perpendicular to

its length at a uniform speed of 1 mm/s and penetration depth h = 10pm. The discrete

jumps in the contact forces apparent for motion parallel to the leg are associated with the

depinning of the droplet surface from individual hairs. The anisotropy of the integument

was always apparent, regardless of penetration depth, with the adhesive forces for motion

with the grain, against the grain and perpendicular to the leg typically varying in the

proportions 1 to 2 to 4. The maximum contact force is that perpendicular to the driving

leg, whose magnitude is bounded by the product of the surface tension and the perimeter

of the wetted leg region. Integrating around the contact area of the water strider's driving

legs suggests a total propulsive force of order 140 dynes that is roughly consistent with
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inferences based on rough scaling arguments [15, 2] and direct in vivo measurements [20].

For comparison, our measurements indicate that the force required to extract a leg along

its length is less than 1.0 dyne.

5.5 Methods

The integument of the tarsal segment of the rowing leg of a freshly captured adult water

strider Gerris remigis was examined using a scanning electron microscope at various mag-

nifications (5-1). Direct evidence of the integument preserving a Cassie state was achieved

via inverted microscopy of Microvelia and adult water striders moving freely on the water

surface (5-2). Brightfield images were obtained with an LSM Pascal Zeiss microscope with

an inverted stage. Images illustrating the interaction of the integument with a suspended

water droplet (5-3) were recorded using a high-speed video camera while the drop was

translated manually. A Cassie state was preserved at all times. Direct measurements of

the adhesive force between droplet and driving leg were obtained with a custom-built mi-

croforce sensor using a d'Arsonval Galvanometer. Drops were directed at a uniform speed

U between 0.2 and 1 mm/s with a motorized actuator coupled to a motion controller. Leg

samples were mounted on the galvanometer needle, along with a platinum-coated mirror.

Deflections of a laser beam shone on the mirror were measured by a quad-cell photodetec-

tor. A feedback circuit kept the needle locked in place by providing an equivalent torque

via the Galvanometer coil. The measured current through the coil is proportional to the

force applied on the leg sample. The penetration depth h of the hair tips into the hanging

droplet was controlled via a fine-motion motorized micrometer with positioning accuracy of

100nm. Twenty recordings were made on each of three freshly prepared tarsal leg segments.

Three characteristic curves from such recordings obtained at U = 1 mm/s, h = 5pm are

presented in 5-4b. The dependence of force on h is shown in 5-4c. Additional experimental

details are provided in the online Methods section.

All insects were captured at Fresh Pond in Cambridge, MA. The insects were maintained

in laboratory aquariums during the course of the experiments, and sustained by a regular
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Figure 5-4: Direct measurements of the adhesive forces generated by a water droplet in-
teracting with the driving leg of a water strider, a) The experimental apparatus. b) The
evolution of the force per unit length on the leg as the water droplet is translated past it in
directions perpendicular to the leg (green), and parallel to the leg, both against (blue) and
with (red) the grain. The mean penetration depth of the hair tips h = 10m. The peaks
correspond to dynamic force interactions. c) The dependence of the three contact-force
components on h. d) The 'Bug Rug': an idealized unidirectional superhydrophobic surface
based on the form of water-walking arthropod cuticle.
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diet of terrestrial insects.

5.5.1 SEM imaging

The integument of several water-walking arthropods was examined using a scanning electron

microscope (XL30 ESEM) at various magnifications. 5-1 illustrates an adult water strider

Gerris remigis, and close-ups of its driving leg. No treatment was applied prior to SEM

imaging.

5.5.2 Inverted microscopy

Live Microvelia and adult water striders were imaged using an inverted bright field micro-

scope (LSM Pascal 5, Zeiss Confocal microscope) with an inverted stage. Insects moved

on the water surface contained within a sample vial (cross sectional area 5 cm by 5 cm)

with its bottom surface replaced by a transparent cover slip of thickness 1mm. Images

were captured when the insects entered the microscope's field of view. 5-2a shows a live

Microvelia in the process of grooming. The images were captured at various magnifications

using an AxioCam HRM monochromatic camera and Axiovision software from Zeiss. The

field of view was sufficiently distant from the side walls to avoid the menisci and so ensure

a fiat focal plane.

5.5.3 Preparation of tarsal leg samples

Eight tarsal leg segments, 0.5cm in length, were cut from the rowing (middle) legs of four

different adult water striders and mounted on a 100[tm steel pin using a quick curing two

part epoxy (Hardman). Care was taken not to contaminate the samples during mounting.

The samples were stored in a clean sealed container at room temperature for the duration of

the experiments and used the same day that they were cut and mounted. Contamination of

the leg surface has an adverse effect on the water-repellency of the samples; thus, extended
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storage of the samples was avoided. If wetted during the course of an experiment, the

integument would dry at room temperature via evaporation in less than 5 minutes.

5.5.4 Contact force measurements

Six tarsal segments were used in our measurements of contact forces. Direct measurements

of forces generated by brushing water droplets with insect integument were made using a

d'Arsonval Galvanometer (Simpson Electric Co. SK525-457-4), based on the micro-force

measurement apparatus of Livesay & Belser[17] that yielded a resolution of 0.05 dynes.

Tarsal leg segments were mounted on the Galvanometer needle, along with a 2mm by

2mm Platinum-coated silicon mirror. The deflection of an HeNe laser (Melles-Griot) beam

from the mirror was recorded by a quad cell photodetector (SPOT- 9DMI, UDT Inc.)

after passing through a beam splitter. A low-noise voltage pre-amplifier (SR 560, Gain

200) was used to amplify the signal and control the input current in the Galvanometer

coil. The torque supplied by the Galvanometer coil exactly balances the dynamic torque

applied by the water droplet on the leg segment. The current in the Galvanometer coil,

recorded via an A/D convertor (1kHz sampling rate, LabView software) and analyzed using

Matlab software, is proportional to and so yields the force applied on the leg sample. The

entire instrument is isolated from vibrations and enclosed in a sealed plexiglass container to

avoid drafts. The distance between the leg segment and the suspended droplet is precisely

controlled with a piezo-based motorized micrometer (Picomotor 8301, Newfocus) with a

positioning accuracy of 100nm. Varying the distance of the droplet from the leg segment

allowed us to measure the dependence of the contact forces on the penetration depth of the

hair tips. 5-4c illustrates measurements from multiple runs on the same leg segment.

Water droplets 2 mm in diameter were supported by a 23 gauge blunt needle mounted

on a computer controlled linear actuator (Newport 850G) and translated above the leg

segment at a fixed speed between 0.2 mm/sec and 1 mm/sec in directions parallel and

perpendicular to the leg segment. Calibration tests were conducted using a pre-calibrated

force transducer GSO-10 (Transducer Techniques Inc.) with a force resolution of 5 dynes.

Fifteen data sets were recorded in total from three tarsal leg segments from three different
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adult water striders. A high-speed video camera (Phantom V5.0, 1000 fps) recorded the

translation sequence. Care was taken to ensure that the leg remained in a Cassie state at all

times, as was evident by virtue of the air film between the leg and droplet. Representative

results are presented in 5-4.

5.5.5 Droplet impact experiments

Tarsal leg segments were mounted horizontally on a Newport micrometer stage. Spherical

water droplets ranging in diameter from 50 to 200 ftm were generated from the breakup of a

water jet expelled from a tapered capillary. 20 experiments involving over 200 impacts were

performed on three different adult water strider legs. Wetting speeds ranging from 100-300

cm/s were observed to depend on the droplet size, precise impact geometry, location on the

leg, and age and cleanliness of the sample.

5.5.6 High speed imaging of the rowing stroke

The rowing stroke of an adult water strider was recorded using an inverted microscope (Zeiss

STEMI 2000) coupled to a high-speed video camera (Phantom V5.0, 3000 fps). Following

the power stroke, the driving leg is extracted along its length in a peeling motion. The freely

moving strider was confined to a small water surface (5 cm by 5 cm) in order to increase

the chances of capturing its motion in the field of view.

5.6 Conclusion

Our observations of the unidirectional adhesive properties of arthropod integument yield

novel insight into the geometry of the driving stroke of water-walking arthropods. For exam-

ple, the fisher spider [24] and water strider [1, 15] row, striking or brushing the surface with

their driving legs tangent to the surface and perpendicular to the direction of motion: the

resulting contact forces are thus maximized by both the orientation and grooved topology
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of the hairs. In order to extract their legs from the free surface following the driving stroke,

they withdraw them along their length through a peeling motion. The grooves on the hairs

thus serve both to increase thrust during the driving stroke, and to decrease the force of

extraction. Moreover, by aligning their rear legs with the direction of motion and lifting

their front pair of legs off the free surface during the driving stroke, they minimize their

resistance to forward motion. Our study sets the stage for a more extensive examination

of the correlation between the cuticle topology and propulsive efficiency of water-walking

arthropods.

Our observations provide the first direct evidence of the flexibility and dynamic role of

insect cuticle. The contact forces generated by the driving stroke, as enhanced by the

anisotropy of the insect cuticle in conjunction with the stroke geometry, provide the basis

for the propulsion of water-walking arthropods. The emergent physical picture of the most

specialized water-walking arthropods is thus only partially consistent with the nickname of

their most common representative, the water strider or 'pond skater'. Their tarsi remain

in the Cassie state and, by virtue of the tilted hair geometry, act as the blades on a skate:

when the legs strike the surface perpendicular to their direction of motion, they optimally

generate thrust through contact forces. When the legs are aligned with the direction of

motion, they experience reduced drag and glide readily along the free surface. However, the

unidirectional adhesion makes the legs more like traditional cross-country skis than skates,

with the flexible, tilted hairs serving as a natural herringbone. The grooved hairs thus

serve not only to increase the static contact angle on arthropod cuticle [13, 10] but play a

key propulsive role in maximizing thrust during the driving stroke, minimizing the force of

extraction, and minimizing drag during the gliding phase.

Despite a number of interesting exceptions (e.g. the rice plant [9]), plant leaves are generally

characterized by isotropic roughness [25, 18]. Conversely, the leg cuticle of most water-

walking insects is distinctly anisotropic, characterized by grooved hairs pointing towards

the leg tips. This distinct form of roughness enables the integument to play the dual role

of retaining water-repellency while enhancing propulsive forces at the interface. Finally,

unidirectional superhydrophobic surfaces inspired by arthropod cuticle are currently being
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developed and are likely to find application in dynamic water-repellency and directed fluid

transport in microfluidic systems[21]. For the idealized superhydrophobic surface illustrated

in 5-4d, a tilted array of flexible posts ensures that drops can only advance in the direction

the posts are pointing, for example, when the substrate is subjected to random oscillations.
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Chapter 6

Capillary ratchets

Based on a published article titled "Hydrodynamics of capillary feeding in shorebirds: Cap-

illary ratchet" Manu Prakash, David Quere and John WM Bush, Science, Vol. 320(5878),

pp. 931-934, 16 May 2008.

6.1 Abstract

The variability of bird beak morphology reflects diverse foraging strategies. One such feeding

mechanism in shorebirds involves surface-tension-induced transport of prey in millimetric

droplets: by repeatedly opening and closing its beak in a tweezering motion, the bird moves

the drop from the tip of its beak to its mouth in a stepwise ratcheting fashion. We have

analysed the subtle physical mechanism responsible for drop transport and demonstrated

experimentally that the beak geometry and the dynamics of tweezering may be tuned to

optimize transport efficiency. We also highlight the critical dependence of the capillary

ratchet on the beak's wetting properties, thus making clear the vulnerability of capillary

feeders to surface pollutants.
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6.2 Introduction

Phalaropes (Figure 6-la) and several other shorebirds with long, thin beaks feed primarily

on small crustaceans and other invertebrates[26]. By swimming in a tight circle on the water

surface, they generate a vortex that draws underlying fluid and suspended prey toward the

surface[21]. By pecking on the water surface at a rate of -1.5 Hz[26, 24, 23, 15, 14], the

birds capture water droplets with characteristic scale - 2mm between their upper and lower

mandibles. Suction cannot be used to raise the drops mouthwards owing to the open beak

geometry; gravity acts to oppose the drop motion. Nevertheless, the birds succeed in raising

the drops mouthward by opening and closing their beaks successively[26, 25, 15, 14, 29].

While the importance of surface tension in this process was inferred [26], the physical

mechanism responsible for the droplet transport, specifically the critical role of the beak's

characteristic tweezering action, has yet to be rationalized.

When a fluid drop is placed on a flat solid, the equilibrium contact angle 0 between the

wetted solid surface and the interface is uniquely defined by the well-known Young's equa-

tion. If 0 -- 0, the drop completely wets the solid, while for any finite 0, the drop is

said to partially wet the solid. In practice, static contact angles observed in the case of

partial wetting may lie anywhere in a finite range bounded above and below by the values

at which contact line motion is initiated, specifically, the advancing and receding contact

angles, respectively 0 a and 0 r [3, 8, 10]. An important consequence of this so-called contact

angle hysteresis is a contact force that causes drops to adhere to surfaces; for example,

rain drops stick to window panes because of the difference in the contact angles on their

upper and lower edges[11l]. While contact angle hysteresis typically acts to resist the sliding

of droplets on solids[10, 8], it may be overcome by vibration[6, 7]. We demonstrate that,

in capillary feeding, contact angle hysteresis couples to the time-dependent beak geometry

corresponding to the mandibular spreading cycles[26, 25, 24, 15, 14], thereby driving drop

motion via a ratcheting mechanism.

Surface tension transport relies explicitly on the bird opening and closing its beak, and so

varying the beak opening angle a [26, 15] (Fig. 6-1b). This angle has an upper bound
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since a drop pinned between two plates will break at an opening angle abreak if its height to

radius ratio exceeds 27r[4, 19, 5]. Denoting the beak length by Lb and the drop size by the

capillary length, Ic _ (7/pg)1/2 - 2mm, the maximum opening angle is thus of the order

abreak 1 c/Lb - 11' for capillary feeders (Fig. 6-1b; see also figure 6-5). The characteristic

time to transport a drop along the beak length Lb - 2cm is 20 ms, corresponding to mean

drop speeds as high as 100 cm/s[26, 23]. In Fig. 6-1b, we present the mean beak length

and width of 18 shorebird species with straight bills, and demonstrate that surface tension

transport is employed only by birds with the smallest beaks. Rubega[24] demonstrated that

beak dimensions do not scale with body size in adult Red-necked Phalaropes, Phalaropus

lobatus, suggesting the critical role of internal beak morphology in capillary feeding. Re-

cently, Estrella et. al. [15] substantially expanded the list of capillary feeders (Fig. 6-1b),

underscoring the prevalence of surface tension transport. Though morphometric analysis of

bird bills commonly yields insight into foraging mechanisms [20] and has lead to new under-

standing of feeding modes [12, 23], analytical and experimental studies of these mechanisms

are exceedingly rare [17]. We here present one such study.

6.3 Experiments

In our experimental study, we constructed mechanical wedge-like geometries modeled after

the bird beak. Mechanical beaks with a stainless steel surface were polished with a Buehler

Metadi diamond slurry (average particle size - 3um ). The surface was ultrasonically

cleaned for an hour, plasma treated in oxygen for 1 minute to remove any residue, then left

in air for an hour before experiments were performed. The mechanical beaks were mounted

and actuated by a motorized micrometer stage such that the beak opening and closing angle

could be precisely controlled by a computer. Drops of known volume (ranging from 0.5 pL

to 2 pL ) were inserted via a micro-pipette at the tip of the beak. A high speed video

camera (Phantom v5.0) recorded the resulting drop dynamics.

We first deposit a completely wetting fluid (silicone oil, surface tension y=0.0 2 N/m) in the

form of a droplet that spans the wedge (Figure 6-2a). The drops propagate towards the
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Figure 6-1: (a) A juvenile Wilson's Phalarope feeding. Note the prey suspended in the

droplet trapped in its beak (inset). Photo courtesy of Robert Lewis. (b) Shorebirds employ

a variety of foraging strategies [1] and so exhibit large variations in beak size and shape. Here

we plot bill length and base width of common shorebirds with straight bills (data compiled

from sources [28, 23, 20, 1]) Scale bars represent standard deviation in the reported data.
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narrower region, advancing first at a constant speed, then accelerating as they approach

the apex of the wedge (Figure 6-2b,c). The behavior in this fully wetting regime may

be rationalized by simple scaling arguments (see Supplementary Online Material). The

jump in pressure across a surface is proportional to the surface tension 7 and the local

curvature; such curvature pressures are capable of driving fluid motion. In 1712, Hauksbee

[16] reported that "oil of orange" droplets trapped between two non-parallel glass plates

move spontaneously in the direction of decreasing gap thickness. Similarly, a completely

wetting fluid drop confined in a conical capillary is known to self-propel towards the narrower

end due to the axial force arising from differing curvature pressures across its end caps[2].

In our wedge geometry, the opening angle is denoted by a, the width of the drop by W,

the distance of the drop from the apex by x, and the length of the drop by L (Figure 6-2b).

The drop height is necessarily ax. For x > L, the pressure difference between the two caps

scales as 7L/ax2 and the drop volume as Q - axLW; hence a driving force F - -WL/x

arises. For a fluid drop with dynamic viscosity 7? advancing at a speed v, the viscous force

resisting its motion is given by F, - rjWLv/(ax); the force balance thus yields a steady

speed vo - 7ya/7? that is independent of drop position x and drop length L. As the drop

approaches the apex, x < L, the pressure difference between the caps scales as 7/(ax) and

the volume as aL 2W. The resulting driving force now varies as yLW/x, and the viscous

resistance as TqWv/a. The resulting drop speed voL/x diverges as the drop approaches the

apex despite the progressively increasing confinement. Following a brief transient period,

these two distinct regions of constant speed and acceleration are apparent in Figure 6-2c.

When water is used in place of oil, the behaviour is strikingly different: no droplet motion

arises (Fig. 6-3a top row). Unlike the silicone oil, the water only partially wets the solid;

consequently, the droplet motion is resisted by contact angle hysteresis. Specifically, there is

an adhesive force whose magnitude scales as - WA cos 0, where A cos 0 = cos 8, - cos 90 [8, 9]

and W is the length of the advancing contact line. In our system, water droplets on stainless

steel beaks have an advancing angle 0a - 65' and receding angle 0r - 200 that are roughly

comparable to those of water droplets on keratin [18]. Drop motion is only possible if

the capillary driving force F - -7cos (WL/x) exceeds this sticking force, that is, if a >

A(cosO) Q. This condition cannot be satisfied as both A(cos0)/cos0 and Q/(WL 2) arecos 0 W LI
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Figure 6-2: Fluid drop in a horizontal beak. (a) Schematic of a bird beak with a fluid drop
trapped between upper and lower mandibles. (b) A completely wetting drop of silicone

oil (01=02=0, dynamic viscosity y = 0.05 kg m-1 s- 2) self-propels towards the apex of a
mechanical bird beak with a constant opening angle a = 3.40 and uniform width 1mm.
Scale bar 2mm. (c) Plot of drop front position versus time for silicone oil (rq = 0.01 kg
m- s - 2 ) for three opening angles al = 1.90, a2 = 2.8' and a3 = 4.20, where (Lb - x) (mm)
represents the distance travelled by the drop from the beak tip.
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order one quantities, while a must be less than abreak - 0.2 radians for drop stability. The

relatively minor influence of the fully three-dimensional geometry was examined numerically

(see Supplementary Figure Si). The influence of beak taper and orientation were examined

both experimentally and numerically. Realistic beak tapers[24, 15] were found to have only

a weak quantitative effect on the drop propulsion, while beak orientation had a negligible

effect in the ratcheting regime.

Phalaropes induce drop motion by cyclically opening and closing their beaks [26, 23, 25, 24].

We follow their lead in actuating the mechanical beak by opening and closing the wedge

geometry at a constant angular velocity w, with ad,,ose and apen being the minimum and

maximum opening angles, respectively. We record the location of both front and rear

contact lines of the drop with a high speed camera mounted on a microscope (Figure 6-3a).

For a given drop volume, varying aclose and aopen reveals three distinct regimes.

If aopen - adclos is sufficiently small that the leading and trailing contact angles, respectively

01 and 02, satisfy Or < 02 < 01 < Oa, then the drop remains pinned (Figure 6-4a). The

dynamics for larger values of aopen - aclose is best understood by considering in turn the

closing and opening phases. During the closing phase, both contact lines have the tendency

to progress outwards, but the leading edge (A) always does so first. During the opening

phase, both contact lines tend to retreat inwards, but the trailing edge (B) does so first. The

drop thus advances through a slipping ratcheting motion: in each cycle, both leading and

trailing edges of the contact lines advance and retreat. Nevertheless, due to the asymmetry

in the wedge geometry, net mouthward drop motion is still achieved, albeit inefficiently.

When adcose and aopen are optimally tuned, the droplet advances through a pure ratcheting

motion with no slippage. The two contact lines move asynchronously but progressively

towards the apex: during the opening phase, the leading edge (B) remains pinned while the

trailing edge retreats (A); during closing, the leading edge (B) advances while the trailing

edge (A) remains pinned (Figure 6-4a). The time dependence of the contact line positions

and opening angle for nearly pure capillary ratcheting is plotted in Figure 6-3(b). We note

that the ratcheting motion is quasi-static, with the instantaneous position of the drop being

uniquely determined by the history of the beak motion; therefore, the drop speed increases
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Figure 6-3: The capillary ratchet. (a) Time sequence illustrating the water droplet transport

generated by an opening and closing cycle of the mechanical beak. In the closing cycle, the

leading contact line proceeds towards the mouth; in the opening cycle, the trailing contact

line recedes towards the mouth. The result is net drop transport towards the mouth. Scale

bar, 2mm. (b) Plot of the associated motion of the leading (red) and trailing (green) contact

lines generated by varying the opening angle a over three cycles. d (mm) represents the

distance from the beak tip to the contact line. See also Supplementary Movie S2.
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linearly with the ratcheting frequency w.

Figure 6-4(b) illustrates the various regimes of droplet transport observed in our mechanical

bird beak by varying the minimum and maximum opening angles, aclose and &open, respec-

tively. In addition to regimes characterized by drop pinning and drop break-up, we report

the number of cycles required for drop transport from mechanical beak tip to the apex of

the wedge in the ratchet regime. For our specific combination of droplet volume (1.5 pl) and

mechanical beak geometry, the minimum number of cycles, three, corresponds to the most

efficient capillary ratchet. It is interesting to speculate as to the degree of optimization

of capillary feeding in the wild. On average, a single drop is transported from the beak

tip to the buccal cavity of the Red-necked Phalarope in 2-3 mandibular spreading cycles

[26, 23]. Wilson's Phalarope are evidently less optimized for capillary feeding, and require

7-8 cycles[25]. Our observations provide a quantitative measure of efficiency of shorebird

beaks in capillary feeding, and so may yield insight into their degree of adaptation. More-

over, they yield new insight into recent observations of rynchokinesis, in which capillary

feeding may be enhanced by beak flexure [14].

The beaks of shorebirds may be largely vertical during capillary feeding; thus, the influence

of gravity need be considered. While gravity acts to resist the climbing drop, it is overcome

by contact angle hysteresis provided the pinning force, Fp = 7WA(cos 0), exceeds the drop

and prey weight, Mg. Characteristic values for the Phalarope (W - 2mm, Q - 5-10p[26])

indicate that Fpl/(Mg) > 1: contact angle hysteresis can safely support the drop's weight. In

our experimental study, changing the orientation of the mechanical beaks from horizontal

to vertical indeed had negligible effect on the dynamics of the water drops. Conversely,

wetting silicone droplets were observed to slip downwards under the influence of gravity

owing to the absence of contact line pinning. Wetting droplets would slip if the propulsive

capillary force yWL/x is exceeded by the drop's weight. As the relative magnitudes of these

forces is given by f2/(a(Lb)2) - 0.1, with a - 50 = 0.1 rad and beak length Lb - 2cm,

we conclude that gravity would preclude capillary feeding if the beaks were wetting. We

thus see that, while the partially wetting nature of the bird beaks disables static capillary

propulsion through the introduction of an adhesive force, it enables droplet transport via
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Figure 6-4: (a) A schematic illustration of droplet dynamics in an oscillating bird beak.

The drop is pinned for region 8a > 01 > 82 > Or, marked by the red line. As the beak

is closed progressively, first the leading (A) then the leading and trailing (B) contact lines

advance. As the beak is opened, first the trailing (B) then the trailing and leading (A)

contact lines retreat. Ultimately, the drop breaks when a > abreak. The ratcheting regime

is indicated in green and the optimal ratchet by the red arrows. (b) Regime diagram for

droplet transport in an oscillating mechanical bird beak illustrates the dependence of the

system behavior on the minimum and maximum opening angles, respectively, aclose and

aopen > aclose. The drop volume was fixed at 1. 5 pl1. For aopen > Obreak, the drop breaks,

while for aclose < a,,,osemi, the drop fills and spills from the beak. The numbers denote

the number of cycles required to transport the drop from the beak tip to the mouth in the

ratcheting regime. The optimal capillary ratchet transports the drop in three cycles.
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capillary ratcheting, a mechanism that naturally overcomes gravity. We thus highlight the

precarious nature of capillary feeding: any surface contamination that alters the wetting

properties of the beaks represents a serious threat, particularly to shorebirds such as the

Red-necked Phalarope that rely exclusively on this mode of feeding[26, 25]. Given the

drastic changes in wetting behaviour that accompany contamination with pollutants such

as petroleum or detergents[9], our study makes clear the critical danger to this class of

shorebirds posed by chemical or oil spills [13, 27].

6.4 Conclusion

Contact angle hysteresis typically resists the motion of drops on solid substrates; conversely,

in capillary feeding, it couples with the time-dependent beak geometry to drive the drops.

As such, surface tension transport represents a peculiarity for which contact angle hysteresis

enables rather than impedes drop motion. By elucidating the dependence of the efficiency

of the capillary ratchet on dynamic beak morphology, we have enabled quantitative com-

parative studies of capillary feeding across species. We note that the efficiency of capillary

feeding may be enhanced by tuning the beak geometry, dynamics and wetting properties.

Analogous mechanisms for small-scale drop transport in microfluidic systems[22] are cur-

rently being explored.

6.5 Appendix: Surface Evolver Source Code

// beakvl_6.fe
// Used to calculate the curve between Alpha and Volume increase

// Updated July 26, 2007
// Model for determination of drop breakup critical angle for a given volume

// Match the experiment conducted for drop breakup in a wedge

// The model uses cgs units

// Interior angle between bottom plane and surface, degrees

// Not used for the case where the drop contact line is pinned

// Energy for the fluid-solid interface is not evaluated since it is not allowed to change

// similar to catbody.fe
// parameter contact_angle = 5
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Figure 6-5: A droplet trapped in a wedge (a) Experimental (red squares) and 3D numer-

ical (black circles) evaluation via Surface Evolver ([?]) of the critical angle a, at which a

drop of volume Q breaks. (b) Quasi-static evolution of the interface of a partially wet-

ting drop trapped between two non-parallel plates with increasing wedge angle a. The red

curve depicts the numerical simulation derived by minimizing surface energy, which closely

matches the observed interface shape. (c) Numerically deduced variation of contact angles

01 (black curve) and 02 (green curve) with beak opening angle a. Advancing and retreating

angles, respectively 0a and 0r, are marked with dotted red lines. The drop remains pinned

provided OR < 02 < 01 < OA, corresponding to the shaded region. (d) Variation of con-

tact angle along the perimeter of an asymmetric liquid bridge for varying droplet volumes

Q1 = 2[l, Q2 = 1.51Ll, 23 = 1pl. The model beak has a width W = 1mm, length Lb = 1.5cm

and fixed opening angle a = 40 .
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// Contact line modelled as a elliptical boundary on both the top and bottom mandible

// with major and minor axis given by a and b

//parameter major_a = 0.188

parameter minor_b = 0.05
parameter ht = 0.05

parameter alpha = 1

// Beak opening angle is 2*alpha, beak both above and below the z=0 plane

//parameter Lo=1.5

// in all previous cases, Lo was 1.5

parameter Lo=0.7

//parameter Lc = 0.892

// Shortest distance between drop center axis and end point of the wedge

parameter Vol = 0.0015 //

//parameter major_a =0.1

//parameter Lc = 0.8

//parameter major_a=0.05

#define major_a (Vol/(4*minor_b*ht))

#define Lc (Lo - (majora))

// Beak length and width is only for display purposes.

This is not used in determining the location of the drop

//parameter Blength= 2 // Length of the beak from apex to vertex

//parameter Bwidth=1 // Width of the beak with sharp corners

#define TENS 72 // Surface tension of water and air interface

#define SG 1 // specific gravity of water

#define GR 980 // acceleration due to gravity

gravityconstant GR // Start with gravity off

//parameter theta = 5 // half angle for widening of the beak

//parameter beta = 5

//scale = 1e8 // angle of the top mandible to bottom mandible

//parameter lbeak = 7 // length of the beak

//parameter SG = 10

// contact angle defined as the line tension around the facet on top and bottom plane

//#define LOWERT TENS*(-cos(contact_angle*pi/180))

// virtual tension of facet on bottom plane

//#define TOPT TENS*(-cos(contact_angle*pi/180))

// virtual tension of facet on top plane

// constraints for display purposes

constraint 10 // top mandible
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formula: z - x*tan(alpha*pi/180) = 0

constraint 11 // bottom mandible

formula: z + x*tan(alpha*pi/180) = 0

// boundaries in parametric forms for ellipses pinning the-contact line

of the drops boundary 1 parameters 1 // upper ring

xl: major_a*cos(alpha*pi/100)*cos(pl) + Lc*cos(alpha*pi/180)
x2: minor_b*sin(pl)
x3: major_a*sin(alpha*pi/180)*cos(pl) + Lc*sin(alpha*pi/180)

boundary 2 parameters 1 // lower ring
xi: major_a*cos(alpha*pi/180)*cos(pl) + Lc*cos(alpha*pi/180)
x2: minor_b*sin(pl)
x3: -major_a*sin(alpha*pi/180)*cos(pl) - Lc*sin(alpha*pi/180)

// Constraints for contact energy calculations

constraint 1
formula: z +x*(tan(alpha*pi/180)) = 0

energy: // for contact angle
el: -(LOWERT*y)
e2: 0

e3: 0

constraint 2
formula: z - x*(tan(alpha*pi/180)) = 0

energy: // for contact angle
el: 0
e2: TOPT*((cos(beta*pi/180)*x) )
e3: 0

// TOPT*((cos(beta*pi/180)*x - sin(beta*pi/180)*z))

/*

constraint leftconl nonnegative

formula: y - x*(tan(theta*pi/180)) + lbeak*(tan(theta*pi/180))

constraint rightconl nonpositive
formula: y + x*(tan(theta*pi/180)) - lbeak*(tan(theta*pi/180))

constraint leftcon2 nonnegative
formula: y - x*(tan(theta*pi/180))*(cos(beta*pi/180))
+ z*(tan(theta*pi/180))*(sin(beta*pi/180))
+ lbeak*(tan(theta*pi/180))

constraint rightcon2 nonpositive
formula: y + x*(tan(theta*pi/180))*(cos(beta*pi/180))
- z*(tan(theta*pi/180))*(sin(beta*pi/180))

- lbeak*(tan(theta*pi/180))
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// given
boundary

boundary

boundary

boundary

boundary

boundary

boundary

boundary

boundary

boundary

boundary

boundary

boundary

boundary

boundary

boundary

boundary

boundary

boundary

boundary

boundary

boundary

boundary

boundary

vertices
1 0.00
2 pi/3
3 2*pi/3
4 pi
5 4*pi/3
6 5*pi/3
7 0.00

8 pi/3
9 2*pi/3
10 pi
11 4*pi/3
12 5*pi/3

faces
1 13 7 -14 -1 tension TENS
2 14 8 -15 -2 tension TENS
3 15 9 -16 -3 tension TENS
4 16 10 -17 -4 tension TENS

5 17 11 -18 -5 tension TENS
6 18 12 -13 -6 tension TENS
7 1 2 3 4 5 6 constraint 10 fixed color green no_refine

8 7 8 9 10 11 12 constraint 11 fixed color green no_refine

bodies
1 i 2 3 4 5 6 7 -8 volume Vol density SG
read
// Typical evolution
gogo := { u; r; g 5; r; g 5; r; g 5; hessian; hessian }

// evolution for popping out vertices
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terms of boundary parameter

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

fixed

edges
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16

17
18



gogo2 := {u; r; g 5; r; g 100; u ; g 100; u; t 0.05; o; u ; g 10; t 0.05; o; glO0}

perturb := {

set vertex y y + 0.1 where not onboundary 1 2;

}
,/

vertices

1 (ibeak-4.0) -0.1 0.0 constraint 1,leftconl,rightconl //4 vertices

2 (ibeak-3.0) -0.1 0.0 constraint l,leftconl,rightconl

3 (lbeak-3.0) 0.1 0.0 constraint
4 (ibeak-4.0) 0.1 0.0 constraint
5 (ibeak-4.0)*(cos(beta*pi/180))
constraint 2,1eftcon2,rightcon2
6 (ibeak-3.0)*(cos(beta*pi/180))
constraint 2,leftcon2,rightcon2
7 (ibeak-3.0)*(cos(beta*pi/180))
constraint 2,1eftcon2,rightcon2
8 (ibeak-4.0)*(cos(beta*pi/180))
constraint 2,1eftcon2,rightcon2
9 0.0 -lbeak*(tan(theta*pi/180))

on the plane

1,leftconl,rightconl

1,1eftconl,rightconl

-0.1 (lbeak-4.0)*(sin(beta*pi/180))

-0.1 (lbeak-3.0)*(sin(beta*pi/180))

0.1 (lbeak-3.0)*(sin(beta*pi/180))

0.1 (lbeak-4.0)*(sin(beta*pi/180))

0.0 fixed // for table top

10 lbeak -ibeak*(tan(theta*pi/180)) 0.0 fixed

11 lbeak ibeak*(tan(theta*pi/180)) 0.0 fixed

12 0.0 lbeak*(tan(theta*pi/180)) 0.0 fixed

//beak strip outline, raised for visibility

13 lbeak 0.0 0.0 fixed

14 0.0 -lbeak*(tan(theta*pi/180)) 0.0 fixed

15 0.0 lbeak*(tan(theta*pi/180)) 0.0 fixed

// top plane for display

16 lbeak*(cos(beta*pi/180)) -lbeak*(tan(theta*pi/180))

lbeak*(sin(beta*pi/180)) fixed

17 lbeak*(cos(beta*pi/180)) lbeak*(tan(theta*pi/180))

lbeak*(sin(beta*pi/180)) fixed

// top beak point

18 lbeak*(cos(beta*pi/180)) 0.0 lbeak*(sin(beta*pi/180)) fixed

*/

edges //given by endpoints and attribute

1 1 2 constraint 1,leftconl,rightconl

2 2 3 constraint 1,leftconl,rightconl

3 3 4 constraint 1,leftconl,rightconl

4 4 1 constraint l,leftconl,rightconl

5 5 6 constraint 2,leftcon2,rightcon2

6 6 7 constraint 2,leftcon2,rightcon2

7 7 8 constraint 2,leftcon2,rightcon2

8 8 5 constraint 2,leftcon2,rightcon2

9 1 5

10 2 6

11 3 7

color red

color red

color red

color red

color red

color red

color red

color red

// 4 edges on plane
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12 4 8
13 9 10 no_refine fixed //for table top
14 10 11 no_refine fixed
15 11 12 norefine fixed
16 12 9 no_refine fixed
17 14 13 no_refine fixed bare color green // pad outline
18 13 15 no_refine fixed bare color green
// for top plane
19 9 16 no_refine fixed
20 16 17 norefine fixed
21 17 12 no_refine fixed
22 9 18 no_refine fixed bare color green // outline
23 18 12 no_refine fixed bare color green

faces // given by oriented edge loop
1 1 10 -5 -9 tension TENS
2 2 11 -6 -10 tension TENS
3 3 12 -7 -11 tension TENS
4 4 9 -8 -12 tension TENS
//7 13 14 15 16 no_refine density 0 fixed // table top for display
//8 19 20 21 16 no_refine density 0 fixed //top plane
bodies // one body, defined by its oriented faces
1 1 2 3 4 volume 0.03 density 1
read
gogo := {
refine edges where on_constraint 1;
refine edges where on_constraint 1;
refine edges where on_constraint 2;
refine edges where on_constraint 2;
}
perturb := {
set vertex y y + 0.1 where not on_constraint;

}

}
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Chapter 7

Future work and conclusion

In this section, I cover a number of current and future applications of low Reynolds number,

all-fluidic logic and control. Throughout this chapter, importance of utilizing physical

hydrodynamics of complex fluids in confined geometries is highlighted. I conclude with

broader implications of bubble logic in connecting digital fabrication and computation.

7.1 Advantages

Hydrodynamics of particles, droplets and bubbles in mico-channel geometries is utilized to

build all-fluidic logic and control systems. Microfluidic control technologies developed in

this thesis have several unique advantages. No external components such as solenoid valves

are required for operation of bubble logic based devices. Analogous to micro-electronics

based digital logic family, bubble logic exhibits non-linearity, gain, feedback, cascadability,

bistability and error-correction. The system is designed to be modular, thus components can

be added together to build more complex control structures - in a hierarchal manner. The

device physics is amenable to kHz range where individual control gates exhibit milli-second

dynamics. The devices can be built using any given material set that can be micro-fabricated

with a tolerance of 5 to 10 microns. Thus microfluidic systems can be prototyped using

elastomeric compounds but can also be manufactured in materials including glass, plastics
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or silicon, with no further design changes. A wide range of materials for device fabrication

allows for the use of organic solvents as chemical reagents which would otherwise swell

elastomeric materials. The devices can thus be used to study bio-molecules which would

otherwise get absorbed in porous channel walls for commonly used elastomeric materials.

Lab-on-chip technologies - a phrase commonly used for miniaturized instruments with in-

tegrated fluid processing and analysis; are finding a myriad array of applications in the

field of chemistry (kinetics, organic and in-organic synthesis), high throughput screening

(drug discovery), biotechnology (genomics and proteomics), material science and single cell

and single molecule biology. My work focuses on control technologies for multi-phase mi-

crofluidics and has resulted in the development of a new toolbox for sub-nanoliter fluid

manipulation in microfluidic systems. Here I briefly present several control architectures

that are enabled by bubble logic and discuss near and long term applications in various

fields.

7.2 Combinatorial chemistry

Means for rapid synthesis of structurally similar compounds has revolutionized the practice

of industrial chemistry with applications in pharmaceuticals (drug discovery), material sci-

ence and polymer science. Medicinal chemists routinely produce libraries as large as 100,000

similar but structurally different compounds. This task is primarily achieved by industrial

scale liquid-handling robots. More recently, material scientists have applied the techniques

of combinatorial chemistry for the synthesis of new materials.

High throughput liquid-phase synthesis of a combinatorial library is challenging and time

consuming for several reasons. Firstly, depending on the number of points of diversity in a

library, a very large number of steps can be involved in producing a library. Since all possible

combinations of variations are produced in a single shot, a large number of mix and sort

operations are involved with many input reagents and reaction conditions. Furthermore,

since the output compounds are unique - each compound needs to be tracked and labeled

at every stage of the synthesis.
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Current methods for combinatorial synthesis can be divided into static (surface bound) and

dynamic (continuous stream). Static methods produce a combinatorial output of chemical

species by the arrangement of input lines from two library of compounds. By washing an

activated surface by a series of compounds, a static library of compounds can be constructed.

The scheme is primarily used for solid-phase synthesis where the final substrate is bound

to the solid surface of the device. Thus a set of m + n input lines bring the reagents and a

cross-bar network results in all possible combination (m x n) of the generic type (m,n) (see

figure 7-1). A microfluidic version of this scheme was implemented by Ismagilov et al. [10],

where a binding assay between enzymes and immobilized substrates was performed using

a diffusion barrier between two layers of microfluidic channels (see figure 7-1a). Enzymes

were flown in a set of vertical channels with substrates flown in a horizontal array. A porous

membrane separates the two layers where the product is formed at the intersection of the

two lines.

Schematic of a continuous, liquid-phase combinatorial synthesis is shown in figure 7-1 (b).

The scheme allows for a continuous production of all possible combinations of products from

a given set of reagents. For single-phase flow such a scheme can be miniaturized with a series

of three dimensional channels where products are formed at the junction of two channels

containing the required products. A microfluidic versions of continuous flow combinatorial

processors has been constructed for a 2 x 2 reaction array [11]. The implementation relies

of multi-layer channels with inter-connecting vias between channels to accommodate for

channel cross-overs.

In order to improve the throughput of a combinatorial chemical processors, it is advanta-

geous to use multi-phase flow with droplets of distinct reagents fused in the right combina-

tion. Compartmentalization of individual compounds into liposomes or nano-liter droplets

has been previously proposed. For building a combinatorial library of parts, manual com-

binatorial fusion of liposome libraries was achieved [21] via sequential fusion of liposomes.

This resulted in a complex library of liposomes with a combinatorial content library. Since

this was achieved manually using a micro-mechanical gripper, only several combinations

can be created. See figure 7-2
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Figure 7-1: Static and dynamic generation of combinatorial libraries (a) Cross-wire mi-

crochannels separated by a diffusion barrier is utilized to build a static combinatorial library.

a microfluidic manifold. Image adapted from [11]
a microfluidic manifold. Image adapted from [11]

a b

Figure 7-2: Manual synthesis of combinatorial liposome library with liposomes fused via

micro-manipulators under manual control. Figure adapted from [21].
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Rapid, continuous synthesis of a large combinatorial library using individual nano-liter

droplets in a miniature device is a formidable challenge and has not been solved as yet.

Since the number of input, control and output lines for a m x n library grows exponentially,

the network topology for a simple combinatorial assay becomes extremely complicated.

Here I propose (see figure 7-3) a droplet based scheme for building a combinatorial library

of compounds in a continuous fashion. The task of skillful routing, mixing and sorting is

handled using fluidic logic. Thus no external control line is required for the synthesis. The

scheme allows for continuous generation of a library. The generated sequence of compounds

can be stored or directly utilized after production in a screening assay. Moreover, since the

individual library components can be sorted, further analysis is feasible after synthesis. Such

a, modular, general purpose combinatorial chip would find direct applications in medicinal

chemistry, specifically for the synthesis of small compound libraries. Together with a scheme

for microfluidic chemical memory (see next section on dynamic micro-arrays), the synthesis

chip presented here provides a powerful set of tools for combinatorial chemistry.

7.3 Dynamic Micro-arrays

Micro-arrays provide a high-throughput means of exposing a large population of bio-molecules

like DNA strands and proteins to controlled chemical and biological environments. An im-

portant criteria guiding the development of micro-arrays over the years has been smaller

spot size - allowing for testing a large set of conditions in a single experiment. The tech-

nique has recently been generalized for construction of single cells arrays on chip. Single

cell based micro-array, which involves trapping a large number of a cells on a defined grid

pattern, has recently been established as a powerful technique for single cell toxicity studies

and whole cell response to drug molecules [25, 26, 12].

Post-analysis of species on a conventional static micro-array platform is usually very limited.

Several experiments employing optical traps [12] have been used previously to capture and

dislodge targeted locations on a micro-array - without harming the biological entity. Such

an integrated capability of dynamic manipulation of micro-array content would allow for
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D4

Figure 7-3: Schematic of an all-fluidic droplet combinatorial processor with 8 input lines, 4

output lines and no control lines for continuous production of a library of 4 x 4 compounds

with integrated modules for logical routing, fusion and synchronization.
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Multiplexor

a

b

%0,

Figure 7-4: (a) Schematic layout for a random access chemical memory for storage and

retrieval of sub-nanoliter fluid droplets depicting multiplexors for control and flip-flop array

for storage. (b) Microphotograph of a one-bit flip-flop. (c) Microphotograph of AND/NOT

logic gate.

multi-step screens in a high-throughput, micro-array format. Previous attempts for devel-

oping dynamic-microarrays have involved complex optical [26, 25, 12] or di-electrophoretic

[23] setups integrated on the micro-array surface. In this section I propose plans for devel-

oping an all-fluidic scheme for implementation of dynamic-microarrays with the ability to

programmatically trap and release fluid droplets, bubbles and solid particles.

Previously, I reported [16] a hydro-dynamic trapping mechanism for purely fluidic stor-

age and retrieval of droplets and particles in a bistable flip-flop geometry. A large array

of fluidic memory units can be integrated to develop an all-fluidic dynamic micro-arrays.

This allows for hydrodynamic storage and retrieval of droplets and particles (single cells,

encapsulated droplets). The mechanism allows for working with both adherent (which are

usually bound to the micro-array surface in case of static micro-arrays) and non-adherent

cells via encapsulation techniques. The concept relies on a bistable energy trap where fluid

flow in a given geometry creates a stable trapping mechanism for a single particle. Arrival
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of another particle to the trap, dislodges the current particle providing a simple mechanism

for recovering a specific particle at a given location. For integrated addressing schemes for

these arrays, a series of multiplexors are used.

Large scale compound libraries (of the order of a million compounds and higher) are con-

ventionally stored and managed using large robots in pharmaceutical settings (also see

chapter 1). These platforms are fairly cumbersome and expensive. An integrated droplet

storage and retrieval scheme can be scaled to large integrated arrays for random-access

chemical compound memories (Chemical-RAM). This would be a significant improvement

over current means of storing artificial or natural compound libraries and reduce the cost of

maintaining and adding such libraries. Furthermore, compound libraries could be used with

integrated analytical instruments in industrial settings without the infra-structure needed

to run large scale compound storage solutions.

7.4 Surface bound detection and analysis systems

In previous sections, I have only discussed schemes that use individual droplets and bubbles

as a micro-reactor - where the reagents are confined inside micro-droplets. In this case, all

reactants are mobile and traverses the microchannels. This scheme does not utilize the static

surface of the channel walls - that could also provide a reaction site. Here I describe a new

device configuration where stimulants are carried by individual droplets while the substrate

of interest is bound to the channel surface. This provides us with an opportunity to stimulate

the substrate at a varying flow-rate, concentration and frequency. Such a programmable

means of applying a stimulus to a substrate opens up new avenues in probing biological and

chemical systems with a complex stimulus profile allowing us to study frequency response

of biological parts.

I further summarize the idea of surface bound microfluidic detection via a proposed scheme

for odorant detection employing olfactory receptors.
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Figure 7-5: Frequency controlled stimulation of surface bound substrates using droplets and

bubbles. (a,b) Cell and vesicle micro-arrays bound to the chip surface. Image of cell micro

array from [5], vesicle array from [20]. (c,d) Schematic of droplets traversing a microchannel

network carrying stimulant as cargo.

7.4.1 Microfluidic Olfactory receptor based odorant detection

The nasal cavity is a highly evolved structure that transports odorants efficiently, allows

temporal signal modulation via sniffing, offers a large surface area for detection and also

conditions air for breathing. Full 3D morphological data has only recently become available

for nasal cavities of dogs [4] and other animals, revealing several findings critical to the

design of an artificial nose including extremely high surface area for odorant binding and

heat transfer, laminar flow and complex by-pass regions for tunable airflow control. Here I

propose an integrated microfluidic "RealNose" design for odorant intake based on the pro-

grammable generation and control of sub-nano-liter gas bubbles in a two-phase microfluidic

chip. This system, while at first glance very dissimilar to the canine nasal cavity in fact

effectively simulates the function of both the morphology of the biological nose and the

mucous layer. Furthermore, it allows for "physics based signal conditioning by intelligently

addressing the odorant carrying bubbles to immobilized OR sites. By integrating fluid and

gas delivery on a single on-chip platform in a multi-phase system, it will be possible to

transport and replenishment of chemical reagents, on-chip synthesis of olfactory receptors
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Figure 7-6: Mechanics of odorant transport from bubbles to olfactory receptors on the chip

surface. The thin surrounding liquid film effectively acts as an artificial mucus (see inset

with odorant molecules depicted in color).

and time-modulated and programmable delivery of odorant molecules in a highly integrated

fashion.

For an air bubble containing odorants traversing a thin channel (see figure 7-6), a thin

fluid film (sub-micron) forms an artificial mucus layer, always wetting the OR sites. Since

odorant molecules are retained in this artificial mucus layer for different times, a spatial and

temporal response of odorants can be developed by the detector, allowing chromatograph-

like segregation of complex odorant mixtures. Such a concentration based impulse response

measurement allows for unique time-varying signatures to be characterized for complex

odorant mixtures.

Bretherton in the 1960s [6] studied gas bubbles in a wetting fluid traversing small capillaries,

analytically predicting the thickness of the sub-micron fluid film surrounding the gas phase.

Mozell et al. developed a theoretical model of mass transport for the first stage of odorant

capture from air to the olfactory receptors [13] Diffusion of odorant molecules away from

the interface in the mucus layer governs the odorant capture rate from the nasal airflow.
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For the particular model of odorant capsules, I will analytically and experimentally study

odorant concentration in the artificial mucus layer as a function of intake flow velocity.

The analytical modeling efforts will focus on the geometry of odorant capsules utilized

in our DARPA RealNose design. With microfluidic control of both odorant bubbles and

surrounding fluid, it is possible to modifying pH, ionic concentrations, temperature, pressure

and composition of the mucus lining along its entire length. Such flexible control over the

fundamental properties of the mucus layer allows us to vary a number of parameters to study

its effect on odorant distribution, something that can not be achieved in a static biological

or artificial nose and will allow fine-tuning of parameters depending on the environment in

which the RealNose operates (e.g. to compensate for effects of varying humidity, altitude

etc.) which will be of particular value to defense applications of a portable RealNose.

I will also explore a novel technique of increasing odorant concentration for high sensitivity

detection by introduction of a micro-emulsion in the mucus. Odorant molecules are se-

lectively captured by the emulsion phase [7] resulting in significant odorant concentration

in a specific emulsion phase. Via tuning the emulsion size and type, a novel odorant dif-

ferentiation scheme capable of separating several classes of odorant molecules will also be

explored.

7.4.2 Odorant control for patterned stimulation of olfactory receptors

Current microfluidics technologies are dependent on external macro-scale control elements,

thus requiring a lab full of components to run the chip. I have invented a new paradigm in

flow control, Bubble Logic [16] that allows programmable control of gas or liquid bubbles

in micro-channel network via all-fluidic means. Bubble logic provides a droplet-level, in-

ternal, inherently digital flow control mechanism at KHz frequencies with no moving parts

or off-chip components particularly suitable for a portable and sturdy RealNose capable

of withstanding vibration and environmental changes. Nonlinearity is introduced in an

otherwise linear, reversible, low Reynolds number flow via bubble-to-bubble hydrodynamic

interactions. Members of our team have demonstrated bubble logic AND/OR/NOT gates,

a toggle flip-flop, a ripple counter, a timing restoration device, a ring oscillator, a bistable
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valve and an on-demand bubble generator [16]. These show the nonlinearity, gain, bista-

bility, synchronization, cascadability, feedback and programmability required for scalable

universal computation and control.

Furthermore, I propose a fractal-like channel geometry to capture air samples from a large

area for improving the sensitivity of the device. This allows for a device that can be scaled

to large areas in the future, for instance to be integrated into soldier clothing, tents, walls,

fences etc. Using this design, the RealNose will be capable of selectively probing specific

regions of the sensor surface on demand and for large enough surfaces the RealNose could

provide directional information (i.e. point to the source of the odorants) without needing

to move (unlike a trained canine).

Above I describe two representative geometries for odorant intake (red arrows mark flow

of odorant capsule). The entire device requires only a single source of negative pressure

that can be obtained from a micro-fabricated vacuum pump. This alleviates a number of

external control elements significantly reducing the size and cost of the proposed device and

adds durability and ruggedness to the device.

7.4.3 Artificial Sniffing

The role of sniffing in olfactory processing is thought to significantly improve the odorant

detection limits in mammalian noses via improved deposition of odorant molecules to the

receptors and by playing a role in odor encoding, facilitating coordination of the olfactory

system with further neural processing [1, 19]. Various animals studied have been recorded to

sniff at constant frequencies (the canine at 5-6 Hz). Verhagen et al. recently demonstrated

sniff frequency-dependent filtering of sensory input to the olfactory bulb [22]. Numerical

modeling of airflow in rat and human nasal pathways [29] reveals very little difference

between turbulent and laminar flow intake in terms of odorant deposition efficiency. Due

to high flow resistance of complex nasal fluid pathways, required for increased surface area

for olfactory receptor layers, flow inside the channels where odorant transfer to the mucus

layer is primarily laminar.
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Time-modulated odorant intake achieves tunable sniffing behavior via a purely fluid dy-

namic mechanism of bubble formation at a fixed frequency in a microfluidic device. The

odorants are captured into nanoliter to microliter capsule bubbles localizing the concen-

trated odorants allowing for a variable sniffing frequency that is tunable by simply changing

the (otherwise constant) value of the negative pressure driving the flow from a single source,

yielding frequencies from Hz to kHz regime without the need for variable pressure pulses

as in the biological nose. This again reduces the number of moving parts and makes the

device suitable for miniaturization and real-world operation and even carries the promise

of surpassing the biological nose by increasing the effective frequency of sniffing from Hz to

kHz.

7.5 Microfluidic Lock-in amplifier

A commonly used technique to improve the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) ratio is phase sensi-

tive detection via modulation of the excitation source at a given frequency. For fluorescence

measurements this is achieved via modulation of the excitation frequency. Electronic lock-in

amplifiers have been extensively used for detecting time varying signals in noisy environ-

ments. The technique utilizes an in-phase excitation signal and a reference signal to cancel

out the noise out of band. Thus very sensitive detection can be achieved, even for conditions

where the noise significantly dwarfs the signal.

Previously, micro-rotors made of magnetic chains of particles or magnetic janus particles

have been utilized to enhance signal-to-noise ratio of detection schemes using a characterized

input signal. Anker et al. [2, 3] proposed rotating asymmetric magnetic janus particles that

can be excited to a fixed angular velocity using an external driving field, thus modulating the

fluorescence signal form the probe. Vuppu et al. [24] used a similar idea to build a rotating

paramagnetic microsphere chains to improve sensitivity of a solid-phase immunoassay.

Here I propose a lock-in detection technique that utilizes high frequency dynamics (- kHz)

of droplets and bubbles carrying an active stimulus. I present the idea in context of a signal

transduction scheme for olfactory receptors but note that this is a generic technique that
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can be applied systems equally well. The scheme improves the signal-to-noise ratio of a

time varying components of the signal.

It is important to improve the sensitivity of OR detection to obtain reliable results for

complex and low concentration odorant mixtures. Unmodulated background signal (noise)

can significantly reduce the sensitivity of measurements. "Microfluidic Lock-in Detection

can significantly improve the signal to noise ratio (SNR) for odorant sensing applications

via phase-sensitive detection. The implementation is highly integrated into our odorant

intake technique, thus requiring minimal components. A microfluidic lock-in detection

technique will be developed where odorant samples will be introduced to the detector at a

known frequency (Hz to KHz range) inducing a periodic signal response from the detector.

Since this response frequency directly corresponds to the frequency of sample introduction

(arrival frequency of odorant bubbles) an off-the shelf lock-in detector can be used to remove

noise and improve SNR. Several distinct advantages of the proposed scheme include very

low-concentration target odorant molecule detection via improved signal-to-noise ratio and

enhanced micro-mixing induced by bubble motion in both liquid and gaseous phase.

Figure 7-7 describes one arrangement for implementing a phase sensitive microfluidic lock-in

odorant detection. The scheme is applicable to any real-time odorant detector employed,

several of which are described in other parts of this proposal. A programmable bubble

generator is used to form periodic odorant capsule (bubble) at a tunable frequency in

a micro-channel. The detector signal is fed into an off-the-shelf lock-in amplifier with a

reference signal corresponding to the bubble frequency. The input reference signal can be

generated via an optical probe chopped by traversing bubbles. I have already shown tunable

frequency generation of bubbles in a microfluidic device from several Hz to KHz range [16].

For testing purposes, I will implement and demonstrate improved SNR for a fluorescence

detection for surface bound molecules. Next I will translate the same detection scheme for

the odorant detection for our
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7.6 Micro-droplet processors

Near term, I believe most immediate benefits of microfluidic logic will be seen in integrated

control of micro-droplet processors. As described previously, a vast array of chemistries

including polymerase chain reaction (PCR), single molecule PCR, transcription, translation

for in vitro protein expression, protein crystallization, single cell handling and so forth (see

figure 7-8) has already been ported to droplet platforms.

On the contrary, high throughput control systems for multi-phase microfluidics and droplet

processors are still in development phase. Most of the benefits of droplet microfluidics can

only be realized with droplet-level, arbitrary control schemes operating at kHz frequencies. I

present one such scheme which exploits the physical fluid dynamics of droplets and bubbles

in channel network to implement a completely fluidic and universal control and logic. I

believe, immediate applications of fluidic logic in integrating control of nano-liter droplet

chemistry, will be most beneficial.

Biological machines are a fascinating example of evolution of optimized machines for very

particular tasks, at all length scales. Taking an example of proteins as biological machines;

various tasks in chemical systems can be achieved efficiently by employing biological parts,

be it chemical synthesis using biological enzymes or natural surfactants. When deployed

in engineered systems, chemists face tremendous challenges since biological parts are ex-

tremely optimized for natural reaction volumes and reaction conditions. This problem can

be solved by employing integrated bio-processing mechanisms that can synthesize, analyze

and optimize biological parts in engineered settings.

One such approach involves implementation of in vitro protein evolution and selection strate-

gies, where protein function is evolved by applying an evolution pressure and a screen leading

to the selection of optimized molecular structures (that could not be predicted by rational

design). An important aspect involved in this strategy involves the capability to isolate

monoclonal species and gene libraries allowing amplification of a single mutant gene after

the selection step. Droplet based microfluidic devices provide a platform for performing

exact metering and dispensing of reagents, in-vitro transcription/translation for enzyme
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Figure 7-8: Sub-nanoliter chemistry, defined as reactions performed in micron-scale droplets

in microfluidic systems. The Image depicts methods including trapping, bio-molecular

amplification, optimization, storage and detection of biomolecules. The ability to generate

and manipulate sub-nanoliter droplets in a confined geometries coupled with ultra-senstivie

inline-detection schemes enable the implementation of high-throughput assays for biological

and chemical analysis.
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synthesis, multi-step and parallel reaction chemistries and selection assays and in-band sen-

sitive detection and selection, providing unique advantages inaccessible in other platforms.

Water-in-oil emulsions have been previously used to exhibit in-vitro cell-free protein ex-

pression in individual droplets [8]. As components, in vitro-expression requires tRNAs,

amino-acids, aminoacyl-tRNA-synthetase, ribosomes, initatiation/elongation/releas factors

and protein-coding gene sequences; usually available as cell-free expression mixtures. For

a droplet size of 5 pm droplets, achievable in current microfluidic geometries, a reaction

volume as small as 65fL can be achieved. Implementing multi-step chemistries, variable se-

lection pressure, integrated storage and post-analysis of selected genotypes and phenotypes

would mark the next phase of advances in directed-evolution.

The field of synthetic biology is leading to a large number of engineered biological parts

being developed for field deployment, similar to other fields in engineering. To benchmark

and optimize biological parts in a manner similar to engineered systems, integrated droplet

processors capable of online synthesis, analysis and optimization will become necessary.

7.7 Fluidic control

Bubble logic may also find a broader set of applications in fluidic control of mechanical

systems. Since fluidic logic employs a single operating medium i.e. both the transducer and

the control consists of the same medium, integrated actuation and control are possible.

7.7.1 Soft robotics

Traditional robotics has employed stiff actuators for locomotion. On the other hand, biolog-

ical systems are replete with examples of soft actuators, including muscles and hydraulic or

fluidic actuators. Spiders and earthworms for e.g. are known to employ internal hydraulic

pressure in body cavities for controlled actuation. Most spiders lack muscles at the knee

joint, thus primarily relaying on the internal pressure of a fluid filled cavity (hemolymph)

for extension of a given joint . Measurements on living spiders has shown internal pressure
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Figure 7-9: Biological machines employing fluidic means of locomotion and control. (a)
Photomicrograph of a water spider that employs internal pressure in the leg segment as
a means of locomotion. (b) The sketch shows the hydraulic cavity connected to the leg
segments. Image from [15] (c) Sketch of a velvet worm [14].(d) Details of a musclo-hydraulic
system of an earthworm with surrounding muscles and fluid cavity for locomotion [14].

variation from 5 mm Hg to 40 mm Hg during a single actuation stroke [15]. Moreover,

fluid pumping schemes, such as a heart, are employed to modulate this pressure resulting

in an integrated control system for actuation. This provides inspiration for a new paradigm

in robotics - called "soft robotics" which aims to build machines that are compliant and

exhibit a broad range of morphological deformations.

Fluidic actuators and control systems provide an integrated platform for designing soft

robots - where both the actuator and the micro-controller is fabricated using elastomeric

materials. Fluidic systems provide an advantage of having a single operating medium for

both actuation and control. Such an implementation scheme opens up a large array of

design choices with a high degree of integration. The entire robot could be built out of

elastomeric elements and hence capable of morphological transformation not possible using

conventional robots (for e.g. pass through a very narrow aperture) that employ electronic

control and traditional actuation mechanisms such as motors.
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7.7.2 Multi-material Print heads

Current printing technologies employ on-demand droplet generation mechanisms using

piezo, thermal and acoustic actuation elements. For the case of ink-jet printers, the head

is mounted on a mechanical moving stage that is translated precisely on a receiver sub-

strate. Scaling for high-throughput printing thus requires a very large number of integrated

printing nozzles on the same cartridge, which are controlled simultaneously. Current print-

ing methods sequentially take a small amount of ink from the ink reservoir and transfer it

to the receiving substrate. Thus no chemical pre-processing is possible before the drop is

transferred on the substrate.

Bubble logic provides a new way of building microfluidic printing cartridges for high-

throughput, multi-material printing. Thus individual droplets to be printed can be routed

and rearranged on chip, before being ejected from the nozzle. A print pattern can thus

be pre-formed on a bubble logic chip and transferred onto the substrate. Bubble logic

also provides the capability to perform complex chemical and material processing on the

print head. Thus pre-processing of functional materials and biological samples is possible.

Rather than storing a large number of different functional materials, specific formulations

can be synthesized on the fly. This also allows for various operations, like tuning the ink

concentration or optimizing the ink viscosity. Because of the availability of a very large set

of functional materials on the microfluidic chip driving the printing cartridge, it is possible

to print electronic or other functional materials.

7.7.3 Fluidic displays

Emerging field of optofluidics - at the interface of microfluidics and optics - allows for design

of tunable optical devices. Here we present a bubble logic based optofluidic display. On-

demand bubble and droplet generation and control in microfluidic geometries can be used

to precisely pattern droplets or bubbles in a serpentine channel (see figure 7-10).

The optical transmission properties of a bubble varies from the surrounding fluid that en-

closes it. Various optical techniques can thus be used to make all-bubble displays, where
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Figure 7-10: Bubble display. (a) Schematic of programmed generation of drops and bubbles

in a serpentine channel for a microfluidic display element. (b) Controlled generation of

mercury droplets in a fluidic channel for programmable RF components.

a single pixel is represented by the presence or absence of a bubble. Furthermore, using

a multi-layer structure, reflective color displays are possible. The bubbles can be further

controlled in a bistable array using the previously described bistable gates. This provides

basic elements for a fluidic, non-volatile display and projection devices can be formed with

no-moving parts. Since bubble logic devices can be manufactured in flexible, plastic sub-

strates by roll-ro-roll manufacturing; bubble logic display provides a promising mechanism

to fabricate large area displays.

7.7.4 Programmable nano-liter drug delivery

Drug delivery is sometimes as simple as taking an oral pill. But for diseases such as diabetes,

chronic pains, post-surgery syndromes, direct dosage of the drug in the body is required.

This requires alternate means of precise drug delivery and monitoring. Infusion pumps,

introduced in the 80s, launched a new paradigm for continuous drug delivery in controlled

amounts and continue to the be the most commonly employed mechanism for fluid metering

in implanted or cannula based devices.

Currently infusion pumps are only capable of delivering large fluid volumes and lack fine

resolution. For new protein or macromolecule based drugs and regenerative therapies,

nanoliter volume fluid control is needed with picoliter precision. Possibility of building

drug delivery devices with multiple drugs packaged in a single device bring the idea of a
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Figure 7-11: Portable mechanical pumps currently used for controlling amount of delivered

drug to the body. (a)Early prototype of insulin pump that delivered glucagon (Image

courtesy Whitehall Lab, Indiana 1963). (b) Currently used insulin pumps with stepper

motor based mechanical means for drug metering. (c) Next generation pump designs for

drug delivery manufactured via micro-fabrication techniques. Image courtesy Debiotech

Inc. (www.debiotech.com)

pharmacy-on-chip to reality. For miniaturized devices, electronic control has been the only

option as yet with limited storage sites, short implant cycle, complex filling and no re-fill

procedure for the implant. Using micro-fabrication techniques for mechanical pumps can

be manufactured; but they can only deliver hundreds of nano-liter drug dose per actuation

cycle, require moving parts for operation and are unsuitable for delivery of drugs in emulsion

or powder form.

Bubble logic introduces a means of generation, release and control of nano-liter droplets with

targeted drugs: all the required components for a discrete, digital and precise drug delivery

through implantable devices. At the heart of such a drug delivery technology is the idea that

fluids can also be used to build control circuits analogous to electronics, with pressure as the

energy source. These circuits are modular and can be connected to form complex control

units like ripple counters, oscillators, flip-flops, and operate at extremely low-Reynolds

numbers and can be mass manufactured cheaply from any biocompatible material. Thus a

simple ripple counter is capable of binary counting of sub-nanoliter droplets, allowing for

a digital control mechanism for metering fixed dosage of multiple drugs over long periods

of times. Energy for the operation of the device can also be scavenged from the body itself

(for e.g. muscle movement), providing a true implanted device that requires no on-going

external maintainence or refills. My near-term goals include targeting a trial drug therapy,
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demonstrating precision, long-term usage and biocompatibility for a bubble logic device

with programmable drug metering demonstrated in in-vivo studies.

7.8 Digital Fabrication

Fabrication and assembly of multi-material systems can be achieved either by top-down or

bottom-up techniques. Top-down approaches allows for fabrication of complex objects to

be made from bulk material via controlled processing steps. On the other hand, bottom-

up approach allows for assembly of large number of parts using directed or self-assembly.

Self-assembly techniques suffer from errors that are incorporated during the assembly steps.

Also, it is not possible to program the structure of the object to be made. This limits the

type of objects that can be fabricated by self-assembly. Directed-assembly can be guided

to form the exact shapes in a programmed manner. The current bottleneck in directed-

assembly exists due to limitations in rapid and precise manipulation of a large number

of small parts (conventionally achieved using pick-and-place robots). Thus the throughput

from a directed-assembly techniques is low. To form complex parts, the capability to handle

a very large number of parts to be assembled in a programmable manner is required. Such

an approach is commonly termed as algorithmic-assembly.

Bubble logic provides us with a platform to perform both computation and material pro-

cessing in a highly integrated platform. Thus not only can materials be arranged in specific

structure or geometry, the assembly process can be programmatically controlled by a set

of finite state machine running the assembly process. Thus a complex state machine en-

codes for the structure which is dynamically constructed. Thus bubble logic can provide an

integrated platform for performing programmable assembly of materials.

On-chip micro-assembly of a large number of parts can also be performed, with parts arriving

at various geometries at specified times. Precise control of hydrodynamic force fields using

bubble logic allows for controlled interaction amongst parts. These long and short distance

interactions between various micro-parts allow them to join together in a specified manner.

The logic operation ensures the sequence of assembly is controlled, thus allowing only a
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Figure 7-12: Programmable microfluidic assembly and replication of droplet strings. Bubble

logic devices, with programmable control of hydrodynamic flow fields provide a platform to

fabricate and replicate string like microscopic chains.

single unique geometry to be formed. This approach solves the long standing problem in

self-assembly, where a large number of possible interactions allow for error propagation in

the assembly process.

A bubble logic directed assembly process might consist of a generic parts library, logic

control circuits and assembly chambers with controlled hydrodynamic fields. A hierarchy

of sub-assemblies can also be stored for later use. We can further exploit such a platform

for programmable assembly to handle micro-scale one-dimensional strings (see figure 7-12).

Bubble logic provides programmable internal control of hydrodynamic flow fields, not

achievable by external control techniques. Furthermore, the sensing, actuation and compu-

tation required for programmable matter are integrated. These properties make possible a

fluidic equivalent of a ribosome, allowing both replication and translation of 1D strings. The

flow is driven by a pressure differential as a power source. The fluidic geometry consists of a

fluidic read head that reads string like objects and a write head for synthesis of 1D strings.

Furthermore, parallel implementation of a fluidic ribosome will enable high-throughput on-
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demand production of not only a single given part but also exponential replication of the

same.

7.9 Future directions

In addition to next steps listed in this thesis, here I sketch a roadmap for future devel-

opment of sub-nanoliter fluid handling technologies (see figure 7-13). What is required is

development of a design tool that entails building automated software tools for computer

aided design, analysis and synthesis of integrated microfluidic control systems. This would

allow a modular approach towards building systems with sub-parts that can be shared

between various designs and common libraries. Furthermore, using the reduced order mod-

eling techniques, simulation based analysis can be integrated in the design tools to further

enhance the reliability and performance of microfluidic devices even before any fabrication

is performed.

Further work will be done on device physics and exploring fundamental fluid mechanics at

microscopic length scales using the tools proposed. Such an approach will further enable

discovery of new mechanisms that can be exploited for new devices. This effort would

further allow scaling down of feature sizes and enable exploration of fundamental limits in

scaling for the device family proposed in this thesis. Furthermore, bubble logic also provides

a basic platform for exploring several novel principles of interfacial fluid mechanics at small

length scales.

Identification of best-fit applications for development of a new class of tools is often neces-

sary. Sub-nanoliter fluid handling technologies will find wide array of applications, ranging

from high throughput screening, development of chemical libraries, combinatorial chem-

istry, chemical synthesis, single cell platforms and diagnostics tools. The effort also allows

for the integration of analysis and read-out techniques that can be incorporated with sample

processing described before. The work of initial array of applications also promotes further

development of the basic toolbox of integrated fluid handling and control- introducing new

features in the current set of capabilities.
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Figure 7-13: Next steps for development of bubble logic. The three efforts are focused on

tool development, exploring new physics in these devices and applying the principles learned

to various domains of biology, chemistry and material science.
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7.10 Conclusion

The field of microfluidics started when tools for microfabrication, initially developed for the

micro-electronics industry, became more widely available to biologists, physicists, engineers

and alike. With analytical and experimental efforts, tremendous development in our un-

derstanding of physical fluid dynamics at small length scale led to an array of applications

of microfluidics in biology, analytical chemistry, environmental and material science. The

field still holds vast unmet potential to change how quantitative analysis is done in physical

sciences. Though benefits of microfluidics for the study of biological and chemical pro-

cesses have been well established, adoption of this new technology is slower than previously

anticipated - both in academia and in the industry.

This thesis proposes a new set of tools for sub-nanoliter fluid handling in integrated mi-

crofluidic processors. The implementation of logic in physical fluid dynamics brings the

control systems for complex microfluidic processes on-chip. I believe, such an approach,

integrating the control systems with the chemistry it controls; provides a scalable means to

target complex processes that could not be achieved by current flow control technologies.

Thus computation in microfluidics provides a general purpose mechanism for programmable

liquid handling on micro-scale devices.

Progress in the field of fluidic logic in the 60's was primarily halted because of well known

length-scale issue. As the devices shrink down in size, it is difficult to maintain high

Reynolds number limits required for operation of devices dependent on inertial regime. I

show that non-inertial non-linearities in low Reynolds number newtonian fluids are far bet-

ter suited for implementing logic, bistability, cascadability, feedback and error-correction

in microfluidic devices. Since the device physics is only dependent on fluid properties, the

devices can be fabricated out of a vast array of materials with no significant effect on device

operation. This material independence is a significant advantage for any computational

scheme since the devices could potentially handle harsher environmental conditions. Prop-

agation time of milli-seconds was achieved in logic devices implemented in bubble logic.

This provides a proof of concept of kHz range operating frequencies. Though, nowhere
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compared to operating frequencies for electronic counterparts, this is significantly faster

than other schemes implementing fluidic logic and is already an order of magnitude faster

than solenoid based switching valves which currently operate at hundreds of Hertz.

This thesis also brings the physical and the digital world closer. What is the role of compu-

tation in fabrication? How do living organisms construct themselves from a set of instruc-

tions? These questions stretch the limits of our understanding of how biological systems

replicate, grow and heal themselves over time. My work makes bits physical thus allowing

computation to fabricate physical systems. It further suggests a new approach for digitizing

fabrication - where programmability of the digital world can be extended to the physical

world [27, 28, 18, 17, 9].

This thesis describes a system where bits can transport materials as well as information.

Thus programs can not only describe things but be things [9]. Assembly of physical objects

can be programmed by executing a set of instructions on the computational substrate, merg-

ing computation and fabrication. Instead of a computer controlling conventional fabrication

tools, in this scenario, the computer is the tool [9].

Previously, it was known that bit representation is always physical, but never before has

this principle been exploited for programming the physical world. Bubble logic removes the

distinction between materials and mechanisms to control them. This notion of computing

to build complex physical things, where the process control is explicitly defined as the

operations executed on a processor, brings computer science closer to the domain of physical

sciences. The insight that "bits are things" also offers promise in a very wide range of

applications - from high throughput genomics and biotechnology to fluidic control systems

for soft robotics, printing and digital fabrication.
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